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Society News, Notes & Mail
Palmer takes over as GWS Executive Director
Jennifer Palmer, a conservation scientist, educator, and wildlife biologist, is the new Execu-
tive Director of the George Wright Society. Her appointment follows an extensive search by 
the Board of Directors to find a leader to succeed David Harmon, who stepped down in April 
after 27 years with the Society, 19 of them as Executive Director. 

“Finding a new leader to fill Dave’s shoes was never going to be an easy task, be we feel 
very lucky to have found someone with Jennifer’s cross-cutting background and expertise in 
conservation science, education, communications, and biology,” said GWS President Nath-
alie Gagnon.

Jennifer has worked across the U.S. and internationally in more than 35 countries, and 
has an astounding record of success with more than 15 years working with organizations 
such as the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), NOAA, The Ocean 
Foundation, and the WILD Foundation. A prestigious Kinship Conservation Fellow who has 
worked with luminaries such as Dr. Sylvia Earle, Jennifer is also the founder of Women for 
Wildlife, an initiative committed to promoting women as leaders in the fields of conservation 
and wildlife biology.

“I am thrilled to join such a premier organization of leaders and experts devoted to natu-
ral and cultural resource management, research, protection, and interpretation across North 
America and the world,” said Jennifer on her appointment. “I look forward to serving our 
remarkable membership and building new partnerships in this diverse and inspiring com-
munity.”

Dave will be staying on with the Society on a part-time basis, dedicated to advancing 
specific projects, while our Membership and Conference Coordinator, Emily Dekker-Fiala, 
will continue to support the Society in her existing role.

As part of this transition, Jennifer will also be relocating the George Wright Society from 
Michigan to the San Francisco Bay Area. She has established an executive office there, but for 
the time being the GWS mailing address and telephone number remain the same.

Over 350 gather in Virginia for the GWS2017 Conference
“Connections Across People, Place, and Time,” the 2017 George Wright Society Conference 
on Parks, Protected Areas, and Cultural Sites, drew over 350 people to Norfolk, Virginia, 
the first week of April. The nineteenth in a series of conferences whose origins go back to 
1976, GWS2017 featured three plenary sessions, over eighty two-hour concurrent sessions, 
a four-day poster session, field trips, and several special events. A conference proceedings is 
planned as a record of the meeting.

Once again, planning for the program was complicated by uncertainties in how many 
National Park Service employees would be allowed by the Department of the Interior to 
attend. This is an issue that has affected the last three biennial conferences. For GWS2017, 
NPS originally requested funding that would have allowed about 275 of its employees to 
attend. However, Interior twice asked for reductions in the number of NPS employees partic-
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ipating. In the end, about 70 NPS personnel attended (a 75% reduction). With no prospect 
for changes anytime soon to the Department of the Interior conference approval process, the 
GWS Board of Directors will be reviewing the future of our biennial conferences to see if 
there are changes we can make to alleviate these complications.

Call for nominations, 2017 GWS Board of Directors election
Each year, two seats on the Board of Directors come up for election. This year, the seats are 
held by David Graber and Lynn Wilson. While Graber is eligible for a second three-year 
term he has indicated that he will not run again. Wilson is reaching the end of her second 
three-year term, and so in ineligible to run again. We are now accepting nominations of GWS 
members who would like to join the field of candidates. The term of office runs from January 
1, 2018, through December 31, 2020. Nominations are open through July 21, 2017.

The nomination procedure is as follows: members nominate candidates for possible 
inclusion on the ballot by sending the candidate’s name to the Board’s nominating committee. 
The committee then, in its discretion, determines the composition of the ballot from the 
field of potential candidates. Among the criteria the nominating committee considers 
when determining which potential candidates to include on the ballot are his/her skills and 
experience (and how those might complement the skills and experience of current Board 
members), the goal of adding to and/or maintaining the diversity on the Board, and the 
goal of maintaining a balance between various resource perspectives on the Board. It also is 
possible for members to place candidates directly on the ballot through petition; for details, 
contact the GWS office.

To be eligible, both the nominator and the potential candidate must be GWS members in 
good standing (it is permissible to nominate one’s self ). Potential candidates must be willing 
to travel to in-person Board meetings, which usually occur once a year; take part in Board 
conference calls, which occur several times per year; help prepare for and carry out the bi-
ennial conferences; and serve on Board committees and do other work associated with the 
Society. Travel costs and per diem to the annual Board meeting are paid for by the Society; 
otherwise there is no remuneration. 

To propose someone for possible candidacy, send his or her name and complete con-
tact details to: Nominating Committee, George Wright Society, P.O. Box 65, Hancock, MI 
49930-0065 USA, or via email to info@georgewright.org. All potential candidates will be 
contacted by the nominating committee to get background information before the final ballot 
is determined. Again, the deadline for nominations is July 21, 2017.

Letter to the Editor: What NPS’s second century should be
Dear Forum Editor:

I enjoyed the National Park Service Centennial Essay Series. I found it mostly thoughtful 
and informative, sometimes even provocative. Thank you for creating a platform from which 
disparate voices could express their concerns and ideas. The final essay, however, with its 
76-word concluding sentence, looked backward at what had been written before without 
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clearly addressing where the National Park Service should go. Reading the same series, I 
came instead to this conclusion:

A Second Century of a Special Organization
The future of the National Park Service lies in finding the core of the job and focusing on 
that. Every park and program is geared toward preserving and presenting an element of the 
complex cultural mix that America has been, is, and will become. It embraces the story of a 
growing and changing nation.

The Park Service directly manages those spaces that represent aspects of America’s 
natural and cultural landscape that contributed most dramatically to the evolving nation. 
They include spectacular lands, properties that exemplify the powerful and the typical, the 
glorious and the inglorious. They recall mistakes and successes. They illustrate a past—
landmarks of human and natural history—that sets standards for a future.

Perhaps more valuable are the community programs. In every corner of the country, 
they offer money and advice to help create local parks, keep history alive by re-imagining 
the future of our built environment, stimulating development of a vast network of trails, en-
couraging public and personal fitness, giving new life to communities in decline, or simply 
preventing destruction of local legacies of land or buildings. These programs give towns and 
neighborhoods a direct stake in keeping their own legacy and building on it, rather than 
merely replacing it on some erratic cycle of politics or economics.

In a series of essays, various writers have contemplated aspects of what has been accom-
plished and how to both build on the successes and correct the mistakes.

Where will the National Park Service take the people in the next hundred years? For-
ward. Where is that? Where it can inspire each new generation with what has been done and, 
therefore, shape their understanding of what standards and benchmarks they can raise.

Landscapes are finite. More will not become available in the coming century. There is an 
urgent need to identify and protect nature’s exemplars. 

History and culture, however, are dynamic and growing. The chance to perpetuate key 
parts of new paths of art, politics, and everyday living will never be exhausted.

To the extent the Park Service can connect successive generations to the mosaic of 
growth and change, it will succeed. Should it fail to link people to the continuum of human 
and natural history, it will fail.

The future requires renewed respect for the human and natural environment. 
It is the job of the National Park Service to teach the value of that mission. Nothing less 

will do.

Duncan Morrow
Springfield, Virginia
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Virtues of Good Government

There is a 13th-century brick town hall in the Italian city of Siena known as the Palazzo 
Pubblico. When it was built, the artist Ambrogio Lorenzetti was commissioned to paint a se-
ries of interior frescos depicting the “virtues of good government.” An expert on the frescos, 
the art historian Randolph Starn, has written that the pictures convey “the impression of peo-
ple acting as good citizens should—freely, on their own, but also for the community’s needs.”1 
The wall-sized fresco named Virtues of Good Government is anchored by one titled the Court 
of the Common Good with allegorical representations of Peace, Fortitude, Magnanimity, and 
Justice. On the wall opposite Lorenzetti’s Virtues fresco the artist painted another, darker 
one, an alternative universe ruled by Avarice, Pride, and Vainglory—a reminder of what hap-
pens when the virtues of good government are abandoned.

I was reminded of these frescos on a recent blustery April day when I joined a small 
group of US and Canadian parks people on a field trip to Fort Monroe National Monument 
in Virginia. We were all attending the 2017 George Wright Society (GWS) Conference on 
Parks, Protected Areas, and Cultural Sites in nearby Norfolk. A few years ago I had written 
an essay about Fort Monroe for the Vermont Humanities Council’s Civil War Book of Days.2 
In the essay I recounted the story of Frank Baker, Sheppard Mallory, and James Townsend, 
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a trio of enslaved men who, on May 23, 1861, made a nighttime crossing of the James River 
in a small rowboat headed for the presumed sanctuary of Fort Monroe—still flying the flag of 
the United States. At the beginning of the Civil War, army garrisons were refusing refuge to 
fugitive slaves, or worse, arresting them and returning them to bondage under the provisions 
of the Fugitive Slave Act (which in 1861 was still on the books). After Virginia ratified an 
ordinance of secession, Baker, Mallory, and Townsend, who had been put to work digging 
rebel artillery emplacements across the James River facing the fort, planned their escape. 
When the three fugitives made landfall near the walls of Fort Monroe, to their good fortune 
they were met by a sentry from the 1st Vermont Regiment, commanded by an abolitionist, 
Colonel John Wolcott Phelps. Rather than being turned back, the men were escorted to the 
fort’s commander, Major General Benjamin Butler. 

Above: Palazzo Pubblico, Siena (author’s photograph). Right: Details of Lorenzetti’s fresco 
Virtues of Good Government. (Top) Justice is sovereign over a healthy and bountiful landscape 
of civic virtue. (Bottom) In the countryside of fear, desolation, and destruction, Fear holds aloft a 
banner that begins: “Because each seeks only his own good....” Reproduced with permission 
from Starn 1994.
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Butler pronounced Baker, Mallory, and Townsend to be “contraband of war” and on the 
following day turned down an appeal from a Confederate officer pressing for their return to 
slavery. Butler pointed out to the rebel officer that he could not make war on the United States 
and still seek redress under its laws. Word of Butler’s policy (soon to be backed up by Con-
gress with the passage of the Confiscation Acts) rapidly spread through Tidewater Virginia 
and beyond, and within weeks a steady stream of fugitive slaves were arriving at the gates of 
Fort Monroe—thereafter known as “Freedom’s Fortress.”

When our GWS group arrived at the fort’s impressive moat, we were met by a sentry 
of the National Park Service (NPS), park ranger Aaron Firth. Firth guided us through the 
complex of buildings, casements, and landscapes now jointly managed by NPS and the Com-
monwealth of Virginia. The centrality of this national monument to the story of American 
freedom, Ranger Firth explained, cannot be understated. The actions taken at Fort Monroe 
on that spring day in 1861 transformed the fort into the symbolic keystone for a succession of 
anti-slavery measures that would eventually culminate in President Lincoln’s Emancipation 
Proclamation and the 13th Amendment. 

Fort Monroe, like many of the other recently established national monuments, such as 
Birmingham Civil Rights, Stonewall, and Belmont-Paul Women’s Equality, enrich the na-
tional park system in ways that make it more representative and meaningful for all people, not 
just Americans. A member of our GWS tour group, Kevin McNamee, director of protected 
areas establishment for Parks Canada, observed that the US park system, unlike his own, has 
this larger purpose. 

Contraband of War, an illustration from Major General Benjamin F. Butler’s 
autobiography, depicts his 1861 decision to declare fugitive slaves contra-
band, which led to their freedom (Library of Congress).
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Trying to achieve this has been, of course, a long, often controversial road. An example 
is Reconstruction Era National Monument in Beaufort County, South Carolina, one of Pres-
ident Obama’s last proclamations under the Antiquities Act. I was never sure I’d see the day 
when an NPS site would be dedicated to interpreting the history of this popularly maligned 
and broadly misunderstood period. Greg Downs, a historian at the University of California 
as at Davis and co-author (with Northwestern University historian Kate Masur) of the recent-
ly published NPS Reconstruction Era handbook,3 declared the monument proclamation to 
be “a long overdue moment, and one of the most significant expansions of the National Park 
Service since its founding.”4 Described by Downs “as America’s first great experiment in 
bi-racial democracy,” the era of Reconstruction, long a political “third rail” for NPS, will 
finally receive the recognition it merits.5 

As this 16th Letter from Woodstock is being written, an executive order was issued that 
directs the Department of the Interior to review twenty-one years of national monument des-
ignations and suggest legislative changes or modifications (likely reductions) to their bound-
aries. With similar intent, a bill (S. 437) has been introduced into Congress by Senator Lisa 
Murkowski, R–Alaska, with 26 co-sponsors, disingenuously called the “Improved National 
Monument Designation Process Act.” The proposed legislation would, in effect, drive a stake 
through the heart of the 1906 Antiquities Act. Had the various “improvements” in S. 437 
been in effect in earlier times, they would impeded or blocked many national parks that be-
gan as monuments, including Grand Canyon, Zion, Olympic, and Grand Teton, as well as 
more than 100 other national monuments, from being added to the national park system. In 
an op-ed published in the New York Times, law school professors John D. Leshy and Mark 
Squillace argue that the Antiquities Act has done “more than any other to shape our nation’s 
conservation legacy” and that Congress should not change “a single word of what has been, 
by practically every measure, one of the most fruitful and farsighted laws it has ever put on 
the books.”6

It turned out that our guide around Fort Monroe, Ranger Firth, represented exactly 
one-half of the national monument’s staff—that’s right, two people are overseeing a growing 
national park toured by more than 100,000 visitors last year. The superintendent’s position 
was vacant due to a hiring freeze and on that day Ranger Firth was acting superintendent and 
everything else on down. All of the recent additions to the national park system are under-
staffed and underfunded; and, for that matter, nearly all national parks and NPS programs are 
confronting a steady attrition of employees and resources. 

One consequence has been a growing trend in consolidation, particularly the merging of 
smaller parks’ staff with those of larger parks. This trend has received little attention or com-
ment, but the impact of consolidation is becoming clearer with time. Increasingly, parks are 
losing staff dedicated to their unique missions and resources. No one would argue about the 
efficacy and efficiency of sharing certain specialists; after all, that is what a “system” should 
be able to do. However, there will come a time, if it is not here already, when this consoli-
dation stretches an ever-shrinking workforce to the point where staff can no longer sustain 
the key personal relationships and local knowledge necessary to be effective stewards and 
advocates for all they are responsible for. 
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This growing detachment is being further exacerbated as travel budgets are slashed and 
participation in scholarly and scientific conferences suppressed. Almost 80% of the park pro-
fessionals on the original NPS attendance list for the 2017 George Wright Society Confer-
ence were ultimately prevented from attending. If this enforced isolation is sanctioned and 
promulgated, it will inevitably diminish NPS’s ability to deliver a world-class park system 
and remain a leader in park management practices, scholarship, and science. 

Staffing shortfalls have no end in sight. An Office of Management and Budget (OMB) di-
rective lays out workforce reductions and cost savings that extend far into the future. At some 
point there is an obvious ironic futility in telling dedicated people like Ranger Firth to “do 
more with less.” As New York Times columnist Eduardo Porter warned, proposed cuts to do-
mestic, discretionary spending will leave our government as “little more than a heavily armed 
pension plan with a health insurer on the side.” The OMB directive also calls for a massive 
reorganization exercise, intended to off-load or privatize a broad array of public services — 
a potential recipe for paralysis, dysfunction, and demoralization. If this comes to pass, the 
outlook will be bleak, not only for good government, but really, for any kind of government.

And yet, despite everything, as we walked through Fort Monroe there were indications 
of progress, like the irrepressible emergence of spring. Signs are going up, a fine interpretive 
brochure is available, there are excellent new exhibit panels installed in a shared museum 
space, and several significant historic preservation projects are underway. I have often writ-
ten about the power of a functional park system and its partners. Fort Monroe has received 
support and assistance from NPS’s Northeast Regional Office; Denver Service Center; 
Chesapeake Bay Program Office; Olmsted Center for Landscape Preservation; the Historic 
Architecture, Conservation & Engineering Center; and sister parks. Similarly, at Katahdin 
Woods and Waters National Monument in Maine, the new park’s principal partner, Elliots-
ville Plantation, Inc., has stepped in to provide critical support, enabling an extraordinarily 
quick start-up. However, the determination, professionalism, and resiliency of the system and 
its partners can only be only stretched so far. 

At the conclusion of our Fort Monroe tour we strolled the periphery of the parade 
ground under a marvelous canopy of live oak trees. Most of the trees are hundreds of years 

Sign explaining historic preserva-
tion work, Fort Monroe National 

Monument (author’s photograph).
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old. Ranger Firth refers to them as “witness trees”—they were standing when Baker, Mallory, 
and Townsend first walked through the gates of the fort. I expect these old oaks may yet bear 
witness to a better future for the national parks and the government service charged with their 
care, and that eventually the virtues of good government envisioned by Ambrogio Lorenzetti 
many centuries ago may prevail once again in our time.

A “witness tree” at Fort Monroe Na-
tional Monument (photograph cour-
tesy of Nora Mitchell).
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Half-Earth: Our Planet’s Fight for Life, by Edward O. Wilson. New York: Liveright, 2016.

Reviewed by David Harmon

For conservationists, anything E.O. Wilson writes is worth attending to. Not out of sheer 
deference—not because he has been afforded an almost demigod-like status in the popu-
lar press (although his fame is deserved). And not because he is infallible—the firestorm he 
set off when he reversed theoretical course and endorsed multilevel group selection in The 
Social Conquest of Earth burns on, brightly. It’s because nearly everything he writes about 
conservation draws from a deep well of consideration. Its source is a life’s worth of careful 
thinking about the (mostly unexamined) fundamentals that underlie our efforts to protect 
places on this planet: the social mechanisms that allow us to agree (or not) about what is 
worth saving, our affinity for life and lifelike processes, the importance of diversity, the consil-
ience that (possibly) underlies the human quest for understanding.

His latest book, Half-Earth, is self-recommending to any reader of The George Wright 
Forum because it offers an answer to a basic question that, I think, many of us have either 
postponed or not thought about at all: what does success look like in protected natural area 
conservation? When can we say, yes, finally, we now have enough of the planet protected? 
So much of our mind-set about place-based nature conservation is conditioned by a kind of 
open-ended pessimism, in that—given the seemingly endless obstacles to our work—we have 
a hard time imagining that we could ever achieve a end-point. The overwhelming specter of 
climate change has, it would seem, practically smothered any remaining embers of optimism.

But in fact global targets are nothing new in conservation science. Some are simply num-
bers pulled out of the air based on a collective sense of what is “politically feasible”; we might 
place the Convention on Biological Diversity’s numerical targets in this category. Others are 
straight-up scientific calculations. Indeed, the very idea that half of the planet should be kept 
in a natural state has been touted for some time now by the Nature Needs Half campaign (an 
effort which, in my opinion, is not given due acknowledgment in the book). For his part, Wil-
son arrives at his 50% figure by means of the species–area principle, which he helped develop 
exactly 50 years ago in The Theory of Island Biogeography. Putting it very simply, if you take 

❦ The Heart of the Matter
New essential reading on parks, protected areas, and cultural sites
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half of a given area and dedicate it to conservation, you’ll save about 80% of its species. He 
adroitly steps us through this in the first part of the book, and in addition provides a series 
of compelling examples of the variety of our planet’s species that are at stake. Wilson, quite 
simply, has no peer when it comes to making biodiversity seem vivid and important. These 
pages alone make Half-Earth worth reading.

Now, many of you will be thinking, and with good reason, that there is much more to 
natural area conservation than the protection of biodiversity. There certainly is. By focusing 
so closely on biodiversity Wilson plays to his strengths, but there is a price to be paid. It 
comes toward the end of the book, which is where Half-Earth begins to lose a bit of steam. 
One might expect, and I for one certainly hoped, that Wilson would provide at the least the 
outlines of a blueprint for how to get to 50%. But he doesn’t. As at least one other reviewer 
has noted (Robin McKie, writing last year in The Guardian), this is a serious shortcoming 
that somewhat deflates the soaring, and effective, rhetoric that came before.

In fairness to Wilson, getting down into the weeds of how to make the proposal really 
happen probably would have required doubling the size of the book. His intent in writing 
Half-Earth, I’m guessing, was simply to introduce the idea to the general public and make it 
seem worthy of attainment. Nonetheless, most reviews of the book, written by nonspecialists, 
seem to consider the 50% target to be audacious. But is it, really? To answer that question, 
you have no choice but to get technical. If your definition of half-earth is that 50% of the 
planet’s terrestrial surface has to be in protected status as IUCN Category I protected areas 
(that is, designated wilderness/scientific restricted areas) or Category II (strict national parks) 
then, yeah, that’s pretty audacious. Not necessarily impossible, mind you: continuing urban-
ization means that there will likely be significant opportunities for re-wilding a (relatively) 
depopulated countryside, and so one just might be able to conceive of a planet where half 
is strictly protected in a set of linked continental-scale networks of primarily wilderness/
national parks. 

But even in this scenario, the connectivity tendons (so to speak) will almost certainly 
have to consist of other types of protected areas, such as a Category V protected landscapes, 
that have humans living in them—and which, incidentally, protect significant levels of bio-
diversity, including some types that require human interaction. (China’s recent proposal to 
make the entire Tibetan Plateau a national park will be an interesting test of some of these 
categorization principles. It’s unclear whether any current human residents will be displaced 
if the proposal goes forward.)

This is the kind of discussion that will need to take place to move nature-needs-half, half-
earth ideas from aspirational to operational. Wilson’s Half-Earth, masterful as usual in what 
it does seek to explain, takes us up to that hurdle. Finding ways over it will take hard work in 
the technical realm, as well as a good measure of Wilsonian eloquence to make it palatable to 
the powers that be.
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Growing the Next Generation 
of Protected Area Leadership:

The George Wright Society Student Summits
Jennifer Thomsen, Zachary D. Miller, Ryan Sharp, 

Gina L. Depper, and Wayne Freimund, guest editors

The George Wright Society Student Summit: 
Setting the Stage for the Next Century of 
Protected Area Management

Jennifer Thomsen, Zachary D. Miller, Ryan Sharp, Gina L. Depper, and 
Wayne Freimund

Student chapters addressing complex challenges
The beginning of the next century will largely be defined by the complexity of our chal-
lenges. Issues such as climate change demonstrate the interlinkages of our ecological, so-
cial, and political systems. Additionally, both social and ecological changes are occurring at 
an unprecedented rate. We now require all of our intellectual traditions to respond to this 
complexity and truly demonstrate multidisciplinary problem framing. Fortunately, emerging 
students of protected area management around the world are taking up that challenge. We 
are now, more than ever, attuned to system approaches that are inclusive rather than reduc-
tive. We recognize the limits of science and the need for civic engagement. We recognize the 
political nature of the challenges we face and seek ways to better link science with policy. We 
need interdisciplinary collections of students, scientists, managers, and policymakers to learn 
from one another and enrich our thinking. Young professionals must move on to populate 
faculty, management, and leadership roles to ensure that the second century of protected area 
conservation meets the challenges left by the past.

The George Wright Society (GWS) was founded to bring professionals together to fur-
ther scientific and other scholarly inquiry related to protected areas. Natural sciences were 
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heavily represented in the early days, but the GWS progressed to include cultural and social 
sciences to the highly interdisciplinary organization. Throughout the GWS’s nearly 40-year 
history, agency scientists, practitioners, and academics have been sharing their thoughts and 
findings through The George Wright Forum and biennial conferences. Although the GWS 
has a loyal following, many professionals are starting to move on to different stages of their 
lives, including retirement. This illustrates a clear need to engage the future generation of 
protected area practitioners and researchers. 

The GWS has a rich history of student involvement in the publication of articles for the 
Forum and in attending the biennial conference. However, there has not been, until recently, 
a formal mechanism for more meaningful engagement in the GWS. Out of this void came 
programs such as Park Break, which gives students an opportunity to spend a week in a 
national park helping managers address challenges. Since 2008 this program has provided 
opportunities to create professional and personal relationships between students and experts 
in the field. Given the success of the program the GWS has continued to explore ways to 
engage young professionals. Thus, the GWS began pursuing the idea of developing student 
chapters on college campuses. By formally providing more engagement opportunities in the 
GWS, students will come to see and support the organization’s mission and become lifelong 
advocates for parks and protected areas. 

Although student chapters began to develop and operate at their respective universities, 
there was a lack of communication among them. The initial student chapters, through no 
prompting from the GWS, developed the concept of a Student Summit, to discuss the future 
of parks and protected areas exclusively from student perspectives. The idea was to have 
the summit take place biennially, alternating with GWS conferences. The hope was to bring 
student chapter members together to discuss the management and conservation of important 
natural, cultural, and historical resources. It would give the chapters the opportunity to meet 
and build networks while considering some of the larger issues in the field. 

This initial summit, held in the summer of 2016 and discussed in detail below, was con-
ceived, developed, and implemented by students at six universities and included natural and 
social science disciplines. The diversity of backgrounds helped students engage in meaning-
ful dialogue on critical issues that incorporated a variety of perspectives. The relationships 
among students and professors at the summit has stimulated further conversation and col-
laboration among the universities and will likely attract additional universities in subsequent 
years. Through efforts like this, the GWS, parks, and protected areas will remain viable into 
the future through the leadership of the next generation of conservation professionals.

Symbolic venue
The first summit was held at the historic Wheeler property along the shores of Lake McDon-
ald in Glacier National Park, USA (Figure 1). This property was the family home of former 
Montana Senator Burton Wheeler for much of the past century. When its lease concluded in 
2013, it reverted back to the park. The property serves as a metaphor for the current state of 
protected area management in several ways. First, it is on the National Register of Historic 
Places and tells a profoundly important story about our past. It is also located in an inspi-
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rational setting that allows the power of Glacier National Park to draw participants into the 
rhythms of nature. Finally, its next chapter is being developed through a partnership between 
Glacier National Park, the University of Montana, the Glacier Institute, the Glacier National 
Park Conservancy, and the Montana Preservation Alliance. The synergy of these institutions 
creates more strength than any one could achieve on its own. They are working to develop a 
vision that will feature transboundary management, peace, education, and demonstrations of 
the successes and failures in our science and management. The summit was the first formal 
meeting to be held through this new partnership. The legacy established by this group of 
emerging leaders will set the activity inspired by the Wheelers on a trajectory every bit as 
exciting as the careers of these vital professionals. 

Emerging themes and structure for the summit 
Conversations about the Student Summit started during the GWS conference in 2015. As 
the idea became a reality, student chapters organized and met separately to develop themes. 
These themes were developed to address deep, underlying challenges instead of specific top-
ics (e.g., carrying capacity, invasive species, transboundary wildlife issues, etc.). The themes 
from the different chapters were pooled and voted on by members. The following five themes 
were the focus of the summit.

Figure 1. Montana Historical Society plaque describing the historic Wheeler Cabin in Glacier 
National Park, site of the GWS Student Summit. Photo courtesy of the participants.
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Unbounding parks. Protected area management largely recognizes that parks affect and 
are affected by things outside of their boundaries. This theme is centered on what it means 
to work beyond the borders of parks. These boundaries are both real and imagined, and in-
clude topics such as private/public partnerships, gateway communities, migratory corridors, 
shifting species ranges, invasive species, and other transboundary resource issues. How can 
we protect and manage beyond boundaries? What are the best practices being implemented?

Who are we? Core park values and identities. National parks and the National Park 
Service (NPS) have always told a story that was centered on core park values and the identity 
of NPS. As we are seeing changing park visitors and a struggle with the idea of relevancy to 
groups who do not visit national parks, what is the story that NPS is telling people today? 
How does the NPS’s identity and core park values relate to changing visitor demographics 
and the idea of relevancy?

Find another park: Visitor use management in our most visited national parks. Dealing 
with visitor use in national parks has been a salient issue for decades. Some national parks in 
the US are now seeing record-breaking levels of visitation. At the same time, these parks feel 
strapped in their ability to deal with so many visitors and their impacts. How do we assess, 
plan for, manage, and research visitor use in national parks?

Nature gone wild: The struggle to keep national parks as they were. It’s an age-old 
complaint: change. Despite our best efforts to keep the national parks as they were, climate 
change, invasive species, declining species, and thriving species continue to alter landscapes. 
How should the National Park Service prepare for these changes and what should future 
strategies for managing resources be?

Reimagining the National Park Service to be a resilient agency. We live in a time of 
rapid change. This theme focuses on building organizational capacity in NPS to be an agile 
and adaptive agency. How can NPS better integrate science into decisionmaking processes? 
How can NPS build relationships with universities to bring the best knowledge to bear on 
protected area management? Additionally, we have educational institutions that are prepar-
ing future park management and leaders. How do we better integrate these students into 
NPS? How can our educational institutions better prepare students to take on the challenges 
of protected area management?

These five themes served as the foundation for all discussions throughout the summit. 
It was structured into four main workshop sessions that built on each other, moving from the 
past, through the present, and to the future. The first session focused on where we have been 
in protected area management, with each group structuring their discussion around their 
respective theme. Once each group had time to develop main points, we employed a gallery 
walk that allowed each group to rotate to the other groups’ themes and review the points 
that were written and add additional thoughts. The second session focused on where we are 
going in protected area management. Each group further expanded its discussion from the 
previous session to explore the present and future challenges and opportunities within each 
theme. Instead of a gallery walk, this session culminated in a group discussion, with each 
small group presenting to the broader group. 
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The third day of the summit was dedicated to immersion in the park to promote further 
reflection on the issues discussed while experiencing the park firsthand. After returning, each 
themed group met for the third session, which focused on bridging the past and present with 
the future of parks and protected areas. At this point, groups were able to dig deeper into 
their respective themes and prioritize areas to focus their discussions. The final session con-
centrated on outlining roles for the papers and discussing next steps within the small groups. 
We then concluded with a final wrap-up and reflection of where the GWS chapters want to 
go in the future, including exploring ideas for future summits. 

Next generation for the George Wright Society 
There were several goals for the first summit, including: (1) Establishing a George Wright 
Society student chapter organizational system, (2) Understanding different perspectives, (3) 
Developing ways to address challenges, and (4) Disseminating summit findings. The summit 
met these goals and achieved additional, unexpected, positive outcomes. 

The summit provided a great way for students to share different perspectives and engage 
in meaningful discussion on complex topics. Students’ diverse backgrounds, disciplines, and 
personal and professional experience brought unique insights into the pertinent issues from 
regions around the country. Small-group, large-group, and informal conversations gave op-
portunities for different perspectives to be shared and challenged. The summit also provided 
a forum for different ways of addressing challenges in the next 100 years of the National Park 
Service and protected area management. The dissemination of findings from the summit is 
materializing in this issue of the Forum. The findings were also shared in a session at the latest 
GWS conference in April 2017.

The unexpected outcomes of the summit included a connection with Parks Canada. In 
leading up to the summit, a student reached out to Parks Canada to get more information 
about its campus clubs. The relationship that developed led to a letter from Parks Canada 
youth engagement representatives being read to attendees of the summit. Video footage was 
taken at the summit for a Parks Canada “nature playbook” which was showcased at the 2016 
World Conservation Congress. Some of the photos of the summit were also sent via Insta-
gram to the Parks Canada campus clubs. In addition, the GWS student chapters Facebook 
group was embraced as a platform for communication among chapter members.

Maintaining momentum 
The success of future student summits depends on continued enthusiasm, and a focus should 
be placed on providing organizational capacity and promotion of student chapters. Although 
originally intended to be held on the off years of the national GWS conference, the success 
of the inaugural summit, robust student enthusiasm, and support from the GWS may enable 
the summit to occur every year. 

There are several key actions that can ensure the success of the student chapters. The 
first would be to grow the chapters more widely. One example of this is giving students an 
opportunity to disseminate their findings in places like the Forum and the national GWS 
conference. This could include a formal session, as well as an informal meeting/social of stu-
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dent chapters and other interested individuals, at GWS conferences. For members of student 
chapters, they can utilize tools such as the GWS student chapters’ Facebook page (https://
www.facebook.com/groups/GWSstudentchapters/) and other forms of communication to 
stay connected with and inspired by each other. On a more local level, it is encouraged that 
student chapters of the GWS reach out to include members who represent the diversity of 
individuals who are interested in protected area management to help further grow the chap-
ters. Lastly, individuals who want to participate but do not have a student chapter at their 
university should be provided opportunities to do so. 

Keys to a successful summit
Partnerships. The summit was truly a team effort and to ensure sustainability will need to 
continue to be so. A partnership between GWS and the hosting university is integral to a 
successful planning process. Collaboration between the hosting university and neighboring 
protected areas makes it possible to have a summit in a place that enmeshes attendees in 
the topics being discussed and allows an opportunity for professionals in the field to attend 
the event. Moreover, it develops relationships between the university and protected areas for 
future joint efforts. Additional partnerships, such as the one with Parks Canada, are also en-
couraged. Partnerships with donors can also be explored to ensure the future of the summits.

Figure 2. Students from across the USA gathered for several days of discussion and critical think-
ing. Photo courtesy of the summit participants.
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Diverse funding. Funding is always a challenge. The GWS provided funding to help 
cover some of the costs of non-local students traveling to the area. We encourage that any 
future GWS-provided funds to be used for the same purpose. The sponsoring university pro-
vided matching funds to provide cost-free local transportation, food, bedding (sleeping bags/
pads), and other necessities. The sponsoring university was also responsible for the logistical 
planning of the event, as well as coordination with the host of the event. In total, running a 
summit will likely cost between $5,000 and $8,000 for about 25 participants. Scholarships 
are necessary in order for students to be able to attend the summits. Creating a system for 
scholarships will allow diverse representation and enthusiastic attendees. Requiring students 
interested in attending and receiving funding to submit an information sheet about them-
selves can streamline the process of choosing participants and distributing funds.

Faculty guidance. Faculty guidance and support is necessary to help students organize 
and find funding. However, the spirit of the summit is for it to be a truly student-driven, 
student-led event. This approach was integrated into the fabric of the inaugural summit. No-
where was this more important than in forming themes and leading discussions. This event 
gives a voice to the future leaders of protected area management to share their own visions, 
challenges, and worlds. Importantly, this unconstrained expression may help more integrated 
professionals challenge their own perspectives and the status quo. 

Figure 3. GWS Vice President Jerry Mitchell in conservation with the students. Photo courtesy of 
the participants.
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Layered leadership. The formation of a leadership team is integral to the planning and 
implementation of the summit as well as the transition to a new leadership team for the next 
one. Leadership involves the GWS graduation student liaison to the Board of Directors, the 
previous summit organizer, two student representatives from the university planning the 
summit, and a representative from each university with a GWS student chapter. The lead-
ership team participated in frequent calls leading up to the summit and facilitated dialogue 
afterward to ensure the outputs were generated and the momentum continued. During the 
summit, there were additional opportunities for leadership through the individual leaders of 
each themed sub-group. These leaders helped keep each group on task and coordinated with 
the other groups. The various layers of leadership supported the seamlessness of the summit 
and did not put the burden on a single individual or institution. 

Clear goals and targeted outcomes. Clearly defined goals and targeted outcomes are 
important when bringing together groups from around the country that have not previously 
engaged with each other and are expected to have productive, thought-provoking discus-
sions. The interconnected structure of the summit was critical to linking the goals to the 
targeted outcomes. Additionally, the communication before and after the summit contributed 
to the buy-in and accountability of participants to meet the goals and outcomes.

Balance of work and play. When hosting a summit, it is critical to make sure that partic-

Figure 4. The rugged natural setting of Glacier National Park helped inspire creative thinking. 
Photo courtesy of the participants.
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ipants have ample opportunities to experience and enjoy the environment. Most participants 
had never visited Glacier National Park and immersion in the setting contributed to the dis-
cussions and personal bonds among participants. Additionally, the bulk of the sessions took 
place outside to further connect the themes to protected areas. Lastly, shared meals and in-
formal gathering creates an opportunity to invite local protected area professionals to engage 
with the participants, which can support long-term professional relationships. 

Positive attitude, flexibility, and open-mindedness. Arguably the most important factor 
in a successful summit is the participants’ involvement. Despite the thorough planning of 
the summit, there are always factors out of one’s control. A positive and flexible attitude en-
sures that the group does not let unexpected changes or obstacles stand in the way of a great 
summit experience. Open-mindedness is also integral to having meaningful and productive 
discussions with diverse perspectives despite differing lenses on a complex issue. 

Implications for the GWS 
The GWS will benefit from the exceptional work of the inaugural Student Summit. The 
event offered an unparalleled opportunity for young professionals to discuss the field in a 
working protected area setting. The energy and enthusiasm already generated will sustain 
the GWS for years to come. Even more important is the impact the student chapters and the 
related summits will have on park and protected areas. Perhaps in 50 years we will look back 
on this moment and realize the importance that bringing young, intelligent minds together 
had on the GWS and protected area management.
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Unbounding Parks and Protected Areas to Overcome 
Management Challenges for the Next 100 Years

Kathleen Krafte, Nicholas Dove, Madeline Duda, Elena Nikolaeva, 
Jennifer Thomsen, and Chris Zajchowski

Introduction
Park and protected area boundaries are defined within an ever-changing socioecologi-
cal system. These human-generated boundaries identify areas of interest and are commonly 
used to prioritize land for different uses. However, park and protected area boundaries also 
overlap with various naturally constructed boundaries, in addition to other human-made 
boundaries, such as governmental areas of jurisdiction. As a result, these boundaries can cre-
ate management complications and can impact wildlife populations that regularly cross both 
human-made and natural borders, as well as have an impact on other natural resource man-
agement objectives. In recent years, there has been a conceptual shift towards transboundary 
conservation efforts that have the potential to address landscape-scale challenges (Vasilijevic 
et al. 2015) and work across both human and natural boundaries. However, this focus has 
generally been on cooperation across international borders (Vasilijevic et al. 2015), and, in 
some contexts, successfully implementing transboundary management strategies can be a 
challenge (see, for example, Jeanetta Selier et al. 2016). In order to address these challenges 
and achieve long-term conservation success through transboundary conservation, we believe 
efforts must be made to understand the many boundaries that exist within and around parks 
and protected areas. In this paper, we not only examine international boundaries, but also 
consider other natural and human-made boundaries that might greatly influence manage-
ment and conservation. 

In order to provide a critical examination of boundary issues in parks and protected 
areas, we examine this topic from three perspectives. First, we discuss the historical context 
(i.e., where we have been?) with regards to transboundary management. We then examine 
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future needs and opportunities for transboundary management. Finally, from this review we 
conclude that future transboundary management requires land managers to inventory the 
boundaries that currently exist and influence management, and we suggest boundaries that 
might be critical to examine in greater depth in order to move park management forward in 
a variable socioecological system. In short, in order to unbound parks to overcome manage-
ment challenges for the next 100 years, we must first understand the current boundaries that 
exist and how they have been constructed, as well as those that may have been overlooked. 

A bounded past: Where have we been?
Transboundary conservation began in Europe and North America in the early 20th centu-
ry. The first officially designated transboundary protected area (TBPA), Waterton–Glacier 
International Peace Park, was established in 1932 across the Canada and USA border to 
celebrate the long-lasting peaceful relations between these two countries (Figure1; Vasilijevic 
et al. 2015). However, the concept of transboundary conservation was pioneered in Europe. 
The governments of Poland and what was then Czechoslovakia signed the Krakow Protocol 
in 1924, which called for creation of peace parks in the Tatras Mountains to help resolve 
border issues and encourage international cooperation. These parks in the Tatras were not 
founded until after World War II, and the bilateral Pieniny Mountains Nature Park estab-
lished in 1932 is considered 
to be the first official TBPA 
in Europe (Mittermeier et al. 
2005; Vasilijevic et al. 2015). 
The examples of Waterton–
Glacier International Peace 
Park and early transboundary 
parks in Europe demonstrate 
that political reasons, such as 
mitigating disputes and pro-
moting the culture of peace 
and cooperation, can become 

Figure 1. A 25-foot swath 
cut into the forest marks 

the International Boundary 
between Canada and 

the USA. By international 
agreement, this swath is 

maintained wherever the 
border is forested. Photo 

courtesy of David Restivo/
National Park Service.
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driving forces for creation of TBPA. Since the 1930s, many other peace parks have been 
created and more are being planned in Africa, Asia, and other continents (Peace Parks Foun-
dation 2016).

Another catalyst for transboundary cooperation has been ecologically focused man-
agement designed to meet wildlife needs. In Africa, transboundary efforts to protect moun-
tain gorilla populations on the boundary between the colonies of Rwanda and the Congo 
originate from the 1920s–1930s, with the creation of Albert National Park by Belgium, the 
colonial power at that time (Linde et al. 2002). Several decades later, in the 1960s, when 
the African colonies gained independence and countries were separated, components of this 
park became Volcanoes National Park (Rwanda) and Virunga National Park (Democratic 
Republic of Congo), which created a de facto transboundary protected area. Now, along with 
several parks in Uganda, they form the trinational Greater Virunga Transboundary Collab-
oration Initiative (Figure 2; Global Transboundary Conservation Network 2011; Vasilijevic 
et al. 2015). This and many other examples around the world have proved that ecological 
rationales are powerful impetuses for TBPA creation: transboundary parks better safeguard 
biodiversity, as they offer large and contiguous ecological habitats to protect species (Ham-
mill and Besancon 2007).

Figure 2. Rwanda’s Parc National des Volcans (Volcanoes National Park), part of one of the 
world’s most important wildlife complexes, the Greater Virunga Transboundary Collaboration Ini-
tiative. Photo courtesy of Dave Proffer (via Wikimedia Commons).
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In Central and South America, an ambition to better protect shared natural and cultural 
resources fostered transboundary conservation efforts. The concept of transboundary co-
operation in this region was introduced in the 1970s at the First Central American Meeting 
on Management of Natural and Cultural Resources, which suggested that border areas with 
natural and cultural values of interest to all involved countries should be jointly managed, if 
they could benefit from integrated conservation actions (Budowski 1975). The first actual 
TBPA in Central America, Los Katios–Darien National Parks, was established between Co-
lombia and Panama in 1980. Interestingly, the main driving force for creation of a joint park 
there was the need to prevent the spread of livestock disease from Panama further to South 
America (Mittermeier et al. 2005). This initiative resulted in cooperation on conservation 
issues. Another TBPA, La Amistad, was established between Costa Rica and Panama in 1982 
with an explicit goal to manage natural resources jointly and to promote peaceful relations. 
The first TBPA in South America started with informal cooperation between Argentina and 
Brazil in the 1980s, which later became Iguaçu–Iguazú complex.

Asia pioneered establishment of the first marine TBPA in 1999 by the signing of a mem-
orandum of understanding between the government of Malaysia and the Republic of the 
Philippines. The protected area, Turtle Island Heritage Protected Area, in the Sulu Sea be-
tween Malaysia and the Philippines, was established in order to protect one of the world’s few 
remaining major nesting grounds for green turtles (Vasilijevic et al. 2015). 

The historical overview of the transboundary conservation concept shows that TBPAs 
have been established to enhance nature conservation efforts, promote goodwill and peace, 
ensure political stability, alleviate poverty, encourage economic development, and facilitate 
sociocultural integration. TBPAs have a number of practical benefits, including ecological, 
social, managerial, and political ones. The growing recognition of these benefits, as well as 
a better understanding of the opportunities that they provide to work at broader scales and 
achieve ecological integrity and regional integration, results in the increasing global trend to 
establish transboundary conservation initiatives (Quinn 2012; Vasilijevic et al. 2015).

However, it seems that proposals for transboundary conservation, in most cases, take 
into account primarily political and geophysical boundaries, and are generally based on the 
most pressing issues at the time. When issues have been resolved or changed (as occurred in 
the example of Colombia/Panama TBPA), the system evolves and new boundaries are creat-
ed. Understanding the complexity and dynamics of transboundary socioecological systems 
is crucial for effective management of TBPAs and protection of the natural and cultural won-
ders that they preserve, and that requires land managers to explore how different boundaries 
have been created, how they change over time, and what the implications of these changes 
are. 

Unbounding for the future: Where are we going?
Transboundary conservation has shifted from a unique strategy to the standard in how we 
address complex social–ecological issues. At the 5th World Parks Congress in 2003, the In-
ternational Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) and its World Commission on Pro-
tected Areas (WCPA) launched the Global Transboundary Conservation Network that is 
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facilitated by the WCPA Transboundary Conservation Specialist Group (http://tbpa.net/). 
This network links over 200 experts in transboundary conservation from across the world, 
and a recent document has been published outlining systematic approaches and case study 
examples of transboundary conservation (Vasilijevic et al. 2015). Additionally, the Center for 
Large Landscape Conservation has developed a network of practitioners that work across 
state and country borders to address transboundary conservation in the context of North 
America (http://www.largelandscapenetwork.org). As such, transboundary conservation 
agreements have continued to increase. 

Current transboundary management is working to ease tensions in today’s critical geo-
political situations for future peace. For example, EcoPeace Middle East, founded in 1994, 
works across Jordanian, Palestinian, and Israeli borders to collectively protect and conserve 
the Jordan River Basin. This group has experienced political instabilities, including the 
Second Intifada in 2001, which increased Israeli–Palestinian violence and hostility. These 
events emphasize the importance of combining top-down and bottom-up efforts and Eco-
Peace Middle East employs researchers and conservation practitioners from all three coun-
tries, representing numerous cultures, with the common goal of peace through conservation. 
While there has been great progress in shifting the mindset to work across geographic bound-
aries, there are still many challenges with successful implementation of these efforts because 
of the complexity associated with working across social, economic, and political boundaries. 
To sustain relations in the Middle East and elsewhere over time, transboundary governance 
requires political buy-in and support, sound leadership, stakeholder representation, and sta-
ble funding, among other factors (Vasilijevic et al. 2015). In a world that is increasingly con-
nected, transboundary management can be an effective tool to ease tensions among citizens 
of discordant governments. 

In addition to social and political challenges, biological boundaries are rapidly shifting 
due to climate change (Gillings, Balmer, and Fuller 2015; Ash, Givnish, and Waller 2016; 
Brown et al. 2016). For example, more than 250 river basins are shared by more than one na-
tion and many transboundary water agreements are not adaptable to account for the impacts 
of climate change, especially in large river basins of the Nile, Mekong, and Colorado (Cooley 
et al. 2009). Climate change is also resulting in changes in wildlife ranges, as some species are 
displaced in montane ecosystems by snowmelt while others in coastal ecosystems are by sea 
level rise (Monzón, Moyer-Horner, and Palamar 2011). 

The unintentional spread of diseases and invasive species from human activities be-
comes more prevalent with climate change, as well as shifts in migratory and breeding pat-
terns (Monzón, Moyer-Horner, and Palamar 2011). In the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem, 
climate change shifts are evident in the impact on whitebark pine forests from the spread of 
the mountain pine beetle (Figure 3; Logan, Macfarlane, and Willcox 2010), shifts in fire re-
gime (Westerling et al. 2011), and amphibian declines and wetland desiccation (McMenam-
in, Hadly, and Wright 2008). Thus, transboundary conservation will be critical in maintain-
ing ecosystem resilience under numerous and diverse pressures.

These dynamic systems require us to manage boundaries as a fluid and adaptive sys-
tem that can be resilient to shifting social, ecological, political, and economic systems. As 
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transboundary parks and protected areas continue to grow in popularity, it is critical that the 
different types of boundaries are explored in depth to ensure the adaptability, resilience, and 
sustainability of these social–ecological systems. 

Bridging the future and the past: How do we get where we want to go?
Through a review of literature and an examination of the past, present, and future context 
of transboundary conservation, we have identified two broad boundary types: (1) naturally 
constructed, which include biotic and geophysical boundaries, and (2) socially constructed, 
which include economic, political, and sociocultural boundaries (Table 1). Such a frame-
work may prove critical in assessing, understanding, and addressing the diverse issues facing 
protected area managers worldwide.

Naturally constructed boundaries. Biotic boundaries, or species range limits, are based 
on ecological niche theory. An ecological niche is the “role” a species has in its environment 
along with its biological requirements to survive and reproduce (Grinnell 1917; Hutchin-

Figure 3. Mountain pine beetles are a natural part of the whitebark pine forests of the Greater Yel-
lowstone Ecosystem, but recently, winter temperatures have not been cold enough to kill the beetles 
and their populations have increased. Also, a changing climate has physiologically stressed the 
trees, making them more susceptible to beetle infestations. Declining whitebark pine stands are an 
example of shifting biological boundaries. Photo courtesy of Don Becker/US Geological Survey.
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son 1957). Areas that meet these requirements are within the species’ range limits and bi-
otic boundaries can be drawn around them (Soberón 2007). Interestingly, while a niche 
may change on evolutionary time scales, biotic boundaries will change as abiotic conditions 
change, which may be accelerated due to anthropogenic impacts such as climate change. For 
example, the range of the Joshua tree (Yucca brevifolia) is predicted to contract dramatically 
within the next century due to warmer temperatures and drier conditions (Cole et al. 2011). 
It is expected to only be found in its most-northern and high-elevation locations, which are 
predicted to maintain adequate environmental conditions for survivorship. Unfortunately, 
it is unlikely that the Joshua tree will migrate northward into suitable climates in the future 
because its dispersal is relatively slow compared with that of our predicted climate change 
(Cole et al. 2011). This may be in part due to the extinction of the Shasta ground sloth, which 
has been speculated as an important dispersal agent for the Joshua tree (Lenz 2001). These 
different time scales between biotic adaptation and change in geographic niche boundaries 
highlights the need for cross-boundary management.

Geophysical boundaries are barriers caused by geologic formations or events. Exam-
ples of these include large mountains and valleys or microtopographic features such as small 
mounds and hollows. These boundaries are important because they may decrease gene flow 
within populations, possibly leading to speciation (Piertney et al. 1998; Keyghobadi et al. 
1999), or they may separate populations of humans, which may vary the anthropogenic im-
pacts on ecosystems (Swetnam et al. 2016). However, the influence of geophysical bound-
aries on eco- and social systems are likely only important on shorter time scales. While they 

Table 1. Important boundaries to recognize in land management. These boundaries are character-
ized by the scales at which they operate on and how easily they can change.
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may retard movement of organisms, ultimately environmental conditions likely select for spe-
cies assemblages (i.e., “everything is everywhere, but the environment selects”; Baas-Becking 
1934). However, even the short-term influence of geophysical boundaries is likely important 
in rapidly changing ecosystems, and understanding the scale of influence of these different 
features on management will be critical in incorporating these boundaries into ecosystem 
management. 

Socially constructed boundaries. Sociocultural boundaries divide individuals and com-
munities by specific identities, attitudes, beliefs, and cultural practices (Lamonte and Mol-
nar 2002; Rose 2011; MacBride-Stewart, Gong, and Antell 2016). These boundaries exist 
both between parks and adjacent lands, as well as within parks and protected areas. Park 
policies outline acceptable behaviors and park staff educate, regulate, and enforce policies 
to encourage compliance in order to protect and preserve the natural and cultural resources 
within their care (Hammitt, Cole, and Monz 2015). These actions reinforce social and cultur-
al norms deemed acceptable by land management agencies and their constituents (Manning 
2011). For example, in the United States, “Leave No Trace” policies dictate a pro-environ-
mental social and ethical framework that is mandated and enforced within many backcountry 
protected area settings, but often not outside of park boundaries (Vagias et al. 2014). Fur-
thermore, within parks and protected areas, managers and park scientists also create bound-
aries or zones to allow for a wide spectrum of recreational opportunities (Moore and Driver 
2005; Cerveny et al. 2011). For example, zones for motorized and non-motorized use afford 
different recreational opportunities and social settings for park visitors within the same man-
agement context (Gray et al. 2010; Kil, Holland, and Stein 2012). These boundaries may be 
more static or fluid depending on the context, as well as whether the boundary is formally 
sanctioned by park management or informally created by niche visitor populations. Finally, 
the creation of these intra-park boundaries—whether formal or informal —is often regarded 
as a prudent management strategy to reduce user conflict and protect the natural and cultural 
resources present in any given setting (Manning 2011; Hammitt, Cole, and Monz 2015).

Economic boundaries are created both within parks as well as between them and sur-
rounding communities. These boundaries are formed by the implementation of management 
actions, such as the use of visitor fees or permitting processes (Kerkvliet and Nowell 2000; 
Moore and Stevens 2000; Anderson and Freimund 2004). Additionally, concessions and 
consumptive leases for resource use or extraction may influence commercial, consumptive, 
and recreational activities within parks and protected areas (Pringel 2000; Ramierez and 
Baker-Mosley 2015; Borg et al. 2016). As a result, economic boundary structures exist from 
the monetization, commodification, and regulation of the resources existing both within and 
proximal to parks and protected areas. For example, a wealth of literature has assessed the 
impact of fees on park visitation, creating real or imagined boundaries for user groups based 
on demographic differences. The fluidity of these economic boundaries is often based on 
regular cycles for permitting review or lease renewal, but can also be altered by social and 
political actions. 

Political boundaries exist both formally and informally within parks and protected areas, 
as well as between these lands and surrounding communities, states, territories, provinces, 
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and countries. At the level of nation-states, different management regimes are created to align 
with national boundaries and sociocultural and economic practices (Mittermeier et al. 2005; 
Vasilijevic et al. 2015). Internationally, land management agencies regularly navigate the in-
terests of visitors, community members, lawmakers, industry and business, scientists, and the 
endemic biological, geological, and cultural resources within their purview (Vasilijevic et al. 
2015). As mentioned above, political boundaries may be transcended through international 
transboundary management efforts, as in the cases of Waterton–Glacier International Peace 
Park, Greater Virunga Transboundary Collaboration initiative, and Turtle Island Heritage 
Protected Area (Global Transboundary Conservation Network 2011; Vasilijevic et al. 2015). 
Within nation-states, legal mandates created through the political process, such as the Wil-
derness Act of 1964 and the Clean Air Act of 1963 in the US, also create and define specific 
boundaries for recreational opportunities, as well as thresholds for park resources, such as 
airsheds and viewscapes (Mace, Bell, and Loomis 2004; Hammitt, Cole, and Monz 2015). 
These political boundaries may be negotiated or contested by various stakeholders, and this 
process may be forced by both geophysical and biotic perturbations, as well as sociocultural 
or economic factors. The fluidity of boundaries might be relatively static, as a result of nation-
al boundaries, or malleable, such as in the US with the late-term use of the Antiquities Act of 
1906 (Dustin, McAvoy, and Ogden 2005). 

Whether naturally or socially constructed, humans generate the way boundaries are 
thought of and the value placed on them (Figure 4). Depending on the context and/or per-
spective taken, each of these types of boundaries might present challenges, opportunities, or 
both. Some boundaries, such as sociocultural ones, exist due to human perception. Others, 

Figure 4. Hypothetical 
representation of the five 
boundaries: (1) biotic: North 
American unicorn range; 
(2) geophysical: mountains; 
(3) sociocultural: different 
city limits; (4) economic: 
boundary between permitted 
or unpermitted development; 
(5) political: international 
border.
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such as biotic boundaries, exist outside of, or in spite of, human perception but are none-
theless processed through the human lens. A single boundary may be thought of as positive, 
negative, or insignificant depending on the context. Or, within the same context, different 
stakeholder groups may have drastically different perspectives of one boundary. The mo-
tivations and reasons for these differences in perspectives of stakeholders and contexts are 
critical to understand, as they play a significant role in both understanding boundaries and 
unbounding parks.

Conclusion 
This paper has briefly examined the reasons for, benefits of, and present state of transbound-
ary conservation. While transboundary conservation efforts have focused primarily on cross-
ing international boundaries, we suggest that there are other boundaries, both human-gen-
erated and naturally constructed, that are related to and influence park management. Future 
transboundary management requires land managers to inventory these boundaries, as well 
as account for those that have been changed, ignored, or forgotten in order to move towards 
holistic park management. 

Understanding how boundaries were created (whether socially or naturally), how they 
change across scales (whether temporally or spatially), and how fluid they may be (static 
or malleable) will inform more comprehensive management across boundaries at landscape 
scales. Further, considering all boundaries during stakeholder meetings and management de-
cisionmaking will create better understanding and more holistic park management. While 
boundaries present challenges, they also present opportunities for park management insofar 
as we are able to use them to our advantage, or to cross them in an effort to “unbound parks” 
around the world. 

While this paper asserts two broad boundary types and five specific boundaries, it rep-
resents only a first step in identifying and considering the many boundaries that are related 
to and affect park management and conservation. Additional research and consideration are 
needed to understand these boundaries as they relate to transboundary conservation efforts 
in order to overcome management challenges for the next 100 years. 
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Perspectives on Visitor Use Management 
in the National Parks

Zachary D. Miller, Jessica P. Fefer, Arben Kraja, Benjamin Lash, 
and Wayne Freimund

Public land managers are faced with an increasingly complex set of challenges as-
sociated with providing opportunities for enjoyment to the growing and diversifying public 
(McCool, Clark, and Stankey 2007). In response to these challenges, visitor use manage-
ment (VUM) research emerged. VUM is the process of managing human use to maintain or 
achieve desired conditions or experiences (IVUMC 2016). This paper is designed to pro-
vide perspective and direction regarding VUM for another 100 years of success in national 
parks and other protected areas. 

Where have we been?
Since the beginning of the National Park Service (NPS), the dual mandate of providing public 
enjoyment while preserving valuable resources has required sustainable VUM practices that 
balance human use with resource protection (Manning 2007). Challenges associated with 
sustainable management of parks and protected areas stem from many public lands being 
common pool resources (CPRs): where the use by one person reduces the amount available 
to others, yet excluding users is nearly impossible (Newsham and Bhagwat 2016). In terms 
of visitor use, the difficulties in sustainably managing CPRs result in crowding and overuse 
of resources, which degrade the integrity of the resource and the quality of the visitor experi-
ence. For decades, protected area managers have focused on addressing VUM challenges on 
public lands (Manning 2011).

Starting with a substantial rise in visitation to public lands in the 1960s, federal legisla-
tion began to require that agencies managing public recreation sites provide assessments that 
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describe, report, and manage for a level of use that is appropriate for a given site (Manning 
2007; McCool, Clark, and Stankey 2007). Borrowing from the concept of carrying capacity 
in the biological sciences, research related to visitor use on public lands recognized that this 
capacity is not only a function of natural conditions, but also of social values and visitor per-
ceptions (Wager 1964). Due to this, capacity in protected areas is mostly concerned with the 
amount and type of use that can be accommodated in a defined area without unacceptable 
impacts to resources or the quality of the visitor experience (Shelby and Heberlein 1986; 
Manning and Anderson 2012). 

Years of research have been dedicated to answering difficult capacity-related questions, 
which are essential to the development of sustainable VUM practices (Shelby and Heberlein 
1986; Stankey and Manning 1986; Manning 2001, 2007; Manning and Anderson 2012). 
Over time, it became clear that there is not just one objective capacity for a park unit, but that 
capacity is driven by the purpose and management objectives of a given recreation site (Fig-
ure 1). From this understanding emerged management-by-objectives (MBO) frameworks 
that continue to guide recreation planning processes to date.

Figure 1. Like many other US national parks, Grand Canyon National Park has seen record-break-
ing crowds in recent years. Numbers alone, however, cannot tell us everything about what makes 
for a high-quality visitor experience. Years of research have been devoted to developing sustain-
able VUM practices. (Inset) Traffic backs up waiting to get into the park. (Below) Solitude is not al-
ways a prerequisite for having a memorable and 
rewarding experience. Both photos courtesy  of 
Michael Quinn/National Park Service.
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Management-by-objectives frameworks for parks and protected areas. Based on the 
realization that protected area capacities cannot be established without a clear designation 
of the purpose and objectives of a site, MBO frameworks help decisionmakers develop pur-
poses and objectives, guide the process of acquiring the necessary information to make de-
cisions, and help reach desired objectives. Multiple MBO frameworks were developed as 
agency-specific models or to improve on prior models, and provided a systematic process 
for making decisions related to VUM (McCool, Clark, and Stankey 2007). MBO frame-
works generally have more similarities than distinctions and rely on the same basic model 
that contains three steps: (1) formulate management objectives and associated indicators 
and standards, (2) monitor indicators of quality, and (3) implement management practices 
to maintain standards of quality (Manning 2007; Manning and Anderson 2012). Examples 
of such frameworks include Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC) and Visitor Experience and 
Resource Protection (VERP). LAC is primarily used by the US Department of Agriculture–
Forest Service while VERP is used more often by the NPS. 

The VERP framework was developed to address management challenges and strategies 
that are specific to NPS. Compared with other MBO frameworks, VERP was designed to be 
part of the planning process and has largely become more of a way of producing a plan rather 
than a separate, capacity-specific process (McCool, Clark, and Stankey 2007). While inte-
grating VERP into the planning process was the original intent (Hof and Lime 1997), apply-
ing VERP in other settings was a challenge for managers, and recognizable examples are few 
and far between. Despite challenges associated with VERP specifically, the development and 
use of MBO frameworks has been guiding protected area management for the last 40 years. 
Important challenges, opportunities, and lessons learned have emerged from that experience. 

Where are we going?
Challenges associated with VUM are only likely to grow in many protected areas around the 
world. For instance, 51 national parks in the US broke their visitation records in 2015, and 
the national park system as a whole saw record-breaking levels of visitation, with over 300 
million recreation visits (NPS 2016a). In the face of these high use levels, overcoming some 
of the barriers associated with VUM is essential to ensuring the successful management of 
protected areas into the next century.

One challenge with VUM is that many protected areas lack basic descriptive social data 
that act as a baseline of existing conditions. Although programs have been implemented to 
help protected area managers understand more about visitor demographics, few protected 
areas have information about what their visitors are doing and experiencing, or where they 
are going. For instance, protected area managers may want to manage their backcountry to 
minimize impacts, but do not know the number of people that are hiking in the area. MBO 
frameworks depend on having both a descriptive and a prescriptive component. As protected 
areas tend to be more crisis-oriented in their response to events, there is a tendency to jump 
to solving a “problem” (prescriptive) without first understanding the greater situation (de-
scriptive). 
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In the past, public land management agencies in the US developed and applied MBO 
frameworks independently. The result is a variety of frameworks (e.g., LAC, VERP, etc.) 
meant to achieve the same goals and a corresponding lack of communication across agencies 
to disseminate valuable management strategies and lessons learned. Recent efforts to address 
some of these past trends and challenges resulted in creation of the Interagency Visitor Use 
Management Council (IVUMC). This effort represents six land management agencies that 
worked together to establish an MBO framework that can be applied across agencies in a vari-
ety of protected area contexts. The Visitor Use Management Framework (VUMF) that came 
out of the interagency collaboration provides guidelines for the VUM process and applies the 
same concepts and language to any type of protected area (IVUMC 2016). 

While collaboration across agencies is important, the new VUM might still encounter 
the challenges of prior frameworks. Specifically, insufficient political will and organizational 
ability to implement MBO frameworks has led to the misapplication of concepts and ideas, in 
some cases resulting in high-profile litigation cases that could be avoided. One example is the 
Yosemite Valley Plan (YVP), where the Merced River Comprehensive Management Plan was 
deemed insufficient for addressing visitor use on the Merced River (Figure 2). Although pub-
lic criticism and legal action against the plan stemmed from several issues, the most salient 
was that the indicator variables identified in the plan focused on wilderness values (Bacon et 
al. 2006). These wilderness-oriented indicators are not appropriate for addressing issues in 
a frontcountry setting such as the Yosemite Valley. The result was that the park had to start 
the plan over, spending additional time and resources developing a new program to address 

Figure 2. Misapplication of prior VUM frameworks led to protracted lawsuits over how to manage 
the Merced River flowing through Yosemite Valley. Photo courtesy of Kylir Horton (via Wikimedia 
Commons).
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visitor use (Yosemite National Park 2004). This case study exemplifies how indicators must 
be matched to clearly identified plan objectives (Manning et al. 2005). As the example illus-
trates, the success of the VUMF is still contingent on the political will and organizational abil-
ity to implement planning efforts informed by MBO frameworks. Without these capacities, 
any MBO framework will likely be unsuccessful. 

Both managers and researchers are also beginning to recognize the dynamic, complex, 
and rapidly changing context in which protected areas exist. Although most MBO frame-
works are designed to respond to change, many have only been applied on fairly small scales, 
such as a particular trail or feature. Managing by sites instead of systems may bring unin-
tended consequences. For instance, reducing the size of a parking lot to limit the number 
of people who have access to a trail may result in road congestion, displacement/increased 
use in other areas, or resource degradation as people park vehicles further away and create 
social trails to access the trailhead. Implementing a management strategy for a single location 
without recognizing its context in a larger protected area may simply move the problems to 
a different location, or even create a new problem. How can VUM concepts be applied on a 
larger scale, such as an entire protected area or region, to help managers address rapid and 
dynamic change in a complex world?

How do we bridge the past and the future?
Previous sections have focused on what we have learned about VUM from past research and 
outlines current challenges and likely futures. This section offers a series of suggestions that 
help bridge the gap between the past and the future of VUM by providing a vision of how to 
move forward for another successful 100 years of national parks. 

Build organizational capacity. NPS and other protected area agencies need to invest 
in their capacities to understand and manage visitor use. This includes staff who are trained 
in and understand the role of social science in protected area management. There are some 
positive signs that this is already occurring. For instance, both Grand Teton and Yellowstone 
national parks have recently hired social scientists. Although a single person is unable to 
address the multitude of concerns that face many park and protected areas, they can help 
parks prioritize resources for monitoring, implement plans and frameworks, assess needs, 
and coordinate research. 

Embrace large-scale visitor use management plans. To address VUM issues in national 
parks, managers should fully embrace the concept of large-scale plans. Although many plans 
address visitor use on a smaller scale (such as trails, high-use features, etc.), there has been 
an overall hesitation to fully embrace explicit VUM plans on a park-wide scale due to the 
complexity of such a task. Many times, planning for visitor use is done within the scope of 
a different overall plan, such as a transportation plan. This leads to a piecemeal approach 
to VUM that ignores the interactive, complex, and highly dynamic nature of protected ar-
eas. The result of this is that management actions in one location may lead to unintended 
challenges in others. For instance, a transportation plan that addresses traffic congestion by 
introducing a shuttle system may result in backcountry problems as more people access these 
areas in clustered temporal distributions that negatively affect experiences and resources. 
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Instead of reacting to issue after issue, system-wide VUM plans would enable protected area 
managers to understand conditions, anticipate challenges, and minimize impacts to resources 
and/or visitor experiences. 

Although large-scale VUM plans are a step in the right direction, they also need to be 
responsive in an uncertain future (McCool et al. 2015). Visitor use is not static, and assuming 
that future levels will be consistent with those of the past may be a mistake in a fast-chang-
ing world. Climate change, political support, demand for outdoor recreation, demographic 
structure changes, and economic twists and turns are only a few contributors to uncertain 
future visitation (Figure 3). Two key techniques that can be used to help managers address 
this uncertainty are scenario planning and adaptive management (McCool et al. 2015). When 
coupled, they can help managers realize and proactively respond to potential futures using a 
multitude of dynamic management techniques. 

Leverage relationships. As insufficient funding is likely to remain a challenge for NPS, it 
is essential that protected area professionals continue to leverage relationships among many 
partners to help address VUM challenges. These partners include local communities, vol-
unteer groups, nonprofit organizations, other public land agencies, universities, and inter-
national organizations. In particular, global partnerships with organizations such as the In-
ternational Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) may be an untapped resource. These 
organizations have the capacity to understand and bring together protected area management 

Figure 3. Skiers at Lassen Volcanic National Park. The possible impacts of climate change on 
winter recreation are just one of many visitor use imponderables park managers wrestle with today. 
Photo courtesy of the National Park Service.
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strategies from around the world to form a systematic, adaptable approach to VUM on a 
more global scale (IUCN 2016a). Although there are groups addressing similar protected 
area challenges in IUCN (IUCN 2016b), the benefit of learning from and collaborating on 
VUM at an international scale is yet to be seen. Collectively, global partners can provide 
expertise, research experience, personnel to assist with projects, valuable insight, political 
will, and other capacities to help fulfill the dual NPS mandate of providing enjoyment while 
protecting resources.

Conclusion
VUM will continue to be a challenge for NPS and many other protected areas throughout the 
world. Although managing visitor use will undoubtedly be a difficult task, the past century 
of learning and research has blazed a trail forward. Young, driven, and inspired profession-
als around the globe are picking up that trail and continually furthering our understanding 
of how we can best provide for outstanding, transformational experiences while protecting 
valuable resources. We hope this essay provides insights and guidance into VUM issues as we 
moved forward into the second century of national parks. 
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Bringing Parks Back to the People: 
Revisiting the Dual Mandate and Core Values 
of the National Park Service

Cassidy Jones, Nate Shipley, and Sabah Ul-Hasan

Introduction
The National Park Service (NPS) is tasked with protecting natural and cultural resources 
while simultaneously providing opportunities for public use and enjoyment. This dichoto-
mous mission, known as the “dual mandate,” defines NPS’s unique and complex purpose. In 
2016, NPS’s centennial year, many national parks saw record-breaking visitation (Repanshek 
2016; Tabish 2016). The impacts associated with increased visitation garnered extensive 
scrutiny and focused attention on the challenges of managing for both resource integrity and 
social engagement.

Leading up to the centennial, NPS prioritized making the national parks relevant to all 
Americans (National Park Service 2011; National Park Service Stewardship Institute 2015). 
Though national park visitation is greater than ever (Flowers 2016), many Americans still ap-
pear to be unconnected to the parks (Peterson 2014). Enhancing relevancy and engagement 
while mitigating the ways in which people impact park resources presents yet another pair of 
disjointed challenges for NPS.

As we examine the core values of NPS, we review the historical treatment of the dual 
mandate and attend to the marginalization of the “public enjoyment” aspect of the NPS mis-
sion. We then explore ways for NPS to embrace leisure and recreation in order to foster 
stewardship among an increasingly diverse and urbanized American citizenry. To secure rele-
vancy and reinforce conservation, we ultimately recommend that NPS re-calibrate its internal 
priorities to encourage use of parks and engender a long-term connection to nature.
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Where have we been?
The dual mandate stems from the NPS Organic Act of 1916, which states that the agency 
shall manage national parks for resource conservation and public enjoyment. Tension be-
tween the two edicts of the dual mandate developed quickly, and in 1925 NPS’s first direc-
tor, Stephen Mather, reasoned it would be impossible for the public to enjoy parks without 
maintaining intact resources (Martin 2005). The Redwood Act of 1978 (amending the Gen-
eral Authorities Act of 1970) supported Mather’s position by stating protection should take 
precedence over use by the people whenever the two are in conflict (Dilsaver 1994). Current 
NPS management policies reaffirm resource protection as NPS’s predominant duty (Nation-
al Park Service 2006). While stringent resource protection policies have guided vital national 
park conservation decisions, we maintain that NPS should establish equally high standards 
for providing opportunities for public enjoyment. Alternatively, by minimizing its charge to 
provide public enjoyment, NPS further distances itself from the American people and from 
its duty to cultivate citizen stewardship.

The astonishing scenery and unique story of this country are assets shared by all Amer-
icans, and NPS must engage with the public as responsible owners and stewards of their 
communally owned parks. Yet, in current dialogue people are referred to in sterile terms, 
such as “carrying capacity” or “number of visitors,” and the public enjoyment function of the 
dual mandate has taken a back seat in research discourse and management practice. Figure 1 
illustrates how researchers have focused more on issues related to protection of the national 
parks from the people than on designing experiences for the people. 

An imbalanced approach to researching and managing national parks may have 
contributed to the challenges NPS now faces. Within its overarching agency goal of achieving 
relevance, NPS addresses multiple issues connected to the public enjoyment edict. Cultural 
disconnect among young people, poor representation of diverse populations (both as park 
visitors and in the NPS workforce), and increasing incidents of visitor transgression in 
parks all are complex problems of public enjoyment (Peterson 2014). With this in mind, we 
consider the commendable work NPS is doing to address such issues, and we urge NPS to 
take further action by adopting an internal priority shift toward public enjoyment.

Where are we going?
New park interpretation practices exhibit NPS’s desire to focus more on visitor enjoyment 
and engagement. For example, park interpreters are beginning to use facilitated dialogue 
techniques to create interpretive programs that involve the lived experiences and perspec-
tives of visitors (Stephen T. Mather Training Center 2013). Outside of park settings, a grow-
ing number of new programs and strategic plans invite people to explore and connect with 
NPS. Initiatives include: The Urban Agenda, a plan to connect NPS to people living in cities 
(National Park Service Stewardship Institute 2015); OneNPS, a strategic objective to activate 
the synergy of parks and NPS programs in communities (National Park Service Stewardship 
Institute 2015); and Every Kid in Park, a program to give all fourth graders in America ac-
cess to federal lands and waters (US Department of the Interior 2017). In addition to new 
programs, recently designated national monuments, such as César E. Chávez and Charles 
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Young Buffalo Soldiers, contribute to a more complete narrative of this nation’s heritage. 
Furthermore, in conjunction with the designation of Stonewall National Monument in 2016, 
NPS announced a National Park Service Heritage Initiative to identify and interpret LGBTQ 
sites and stories, indicating the agency’s commitment to important, underrepresented Amer-
ican stories (National Park Service n.d.). These park practices, programs, designations, and 
research initiatives show how NPS is actively seeking ways to make its work relevant to a 
modern American citizenry.

Despite work currently being done, there is still a need to promote a people-focused 
culture on-site and within park operations, management, and administration. When people 

Figure 1a. (Above) A search through the Web of Science database for publication titles containing 
the phrases “dual mandate” or “national park service” yielded 297 articles dating back as far as 
1922. After removing all prepositions from the titles and variations of “dual mandate,” “national 
park service,” and “United States of America,” the resulting Wordl figure demonstrates that com-
monly used terms within these 297 titles are “historic,” “manage,” “land,” “policy,” and “area.” 
Figure 1b. (Below) Searching these same 297 titles for “relevant” or “inclusion” or “visitor” or 
“connect” yielded only 12 articles, the first being published in 1979. The resulting Wordl figure sug-
gests a research bias for management, policy, and resources of parks over the treatment of people, 
enjoyment, and experiences.
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visit their national parks, it is crucial for them to be treated as stewards and conservationists 
rather than as threats to resources. Furthermore, people need to feel emotionally connected 
to parks in order to develop a sense of ownership and an ethic of stewardship.

How do we bridge the past with the future?
Leisure is a direct motivation for the public to visit this country’s national treasures (Sne-
penger et al. 2006). People who visit national parks do not do so to be instructed; rather, they 
visit to experience and be moved by the grandeur of iconic places (Figure 2). Emotion is a 
critical and fundamental motivation of human behavior (Dolan 2002; Phelps and LeDoux 
2005). Thus, if people are emotionally connected to parks and feel as if they belong, they 
are more likely to support the parks and treat them respectfully. By focusing on leisure and 
recreation as mechanisms that foster emotional connection, NPS can help visitors develop an 
ethic of care and a willingness to safeguard parks for future generations. 

Figure 2. People don’t come to national parks to learn lessons. They come to be emotionally moved 
by the experience of iconic places. (Above) Vietnam Veterans Memorial (photo courtesy of Marvin 
Lynchard/Department of Defense). (Below) Big Bend National Park (photo courtesy of Niagara66 
via Wikimedia Commons). 
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While continued focus on providing leisure is one method for sustaining support for 
parks, further consideration should be given to the unique park characteristics that appeal to 
various visitor identities. One potential method for understanding how national parks appeal 
to people is examining the brand of NPS. Graves (2013) presents a relevant psychological 
rationale underlying consumer behavior: when people buy products, they may often do so 
largely based on the branding of the product as opposed to an overt rationalization of the 
purchase decision. Extensive marketing research has constructed an entire consumer psy-
chology of brands (Schmitt 2012), providing vital concepts such as brand attachment and 
brands as identity signals. Applying psychological principles of branding, NPS can design a 
brand that people trust and value, much like they trust and value their favorite brand of car 
or computer. With this in mind, we are compelled to ask some difficult questions: Does the 
current brand of NPS reflect the duality of its mission? Does the NPS brand suggest positive 
emotional experiences for visitors, or does it instill a sense of restriction to the public?

If the NPS brand communicates how it sustains rather than restricts access to parks, the 
agency may appeal more broadly to people who are not already natural resource enthusiasts 
and avid outdoor recreationalists. NPS can better define and exemplify its brand by recon-
sidering the public image it portrays. For instance, NPS can emanate a sense of familiarity 
to visitors by presenting parks as special places and not just as protected areas. Similarly, a 
renewed focus on serving visitors may stimulate profound, lifelong connections to national 
parks that extend beyond one-time visits.

In order to manage a possible rebranding, NPS should consider restructuring its 
current ranks agency-wide. By involving more communicators, marketers, psychologists, 
sociologists, and other professionals from the social science disciplines, NPS would be better 
positioned to attend to both prongs of the dual mandate equally. By building a workforce 
that hosts specialists in human behavior and other social disciplines, NPS can better create a 
foundation that reflects both the resource and social aspects of stewarding the national parks.

Lastly, NPS should cultivate stronger external relationships with state, regional, and lo-
cal parks and nature centers (Figure 3). Research suggests that regularly occurring family 
leisure activities are better predictors of overall family cohesion than those that require great-
er investments in time, money, or effort (Zabriske and McCormick 2001). Similarly, environ-
mental socialization research suggests the importance of recurring, expanding, and frequent 
interaction with nature in the developmental stages of many “natural-history-oriented young 
adults” (James, Bixler, and Vadala 2010).

Considered together, core family leisure and environmental socialization conceptually 
support the recommendation that NPS should consider strengthening relationships with lo-
cal nature-based parks. While some natural resource professionals may reason a single visit 
to a national park provides a transformative experience, it is an unlikely outcome for most 
visitors. It is more likely that visitors develop lifelong interests in nature through repeated 
emotional experiences with nearby nature. By supporting public engagement with nearby 
parks and natural spaces, NPS can develop visitor interest in local natural and cultural her-
itage, which may evolve into a broader interest in protecting and enjoying national parks.
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Summary
The dual mandate enunciated in the National Park Service (NPS) Organic Act has guided 
administration and management of America’s national parks since 1916, shaping an endur-
ing and inspiring legacy. But as modern society evolves and new generations mature, NPS 
must direct increasing energy and attention to maintaining its cultural relevancy. While ac-
knowledging the importance of preserving resource integrity, NPS would benefit immensely 
from making a commitment to care for its visitors in the same manner in which it cares for the 
resources under its purview. 

Figure 3. NPS should cultivate stronger external relationships with state, regional, and local parks 
and nature centers. Research suggests that regularly occurring family leisure activities are better 
predictors of overall family cohesion than those that require greater investments in time, money or 
effort. Among the groups Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation Area partners with are the 
City of Malibu Parks & Recreation Department, The Children’s Nature Insititute, California State 
Parks, and Los Angeles County Recreation & Parks Department. Photo courtesy of the National 
Park Service.
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NPS can strengthen its relationship with the American people by talking with visitors 
as opposed to talking to and about them (Figure 1a); after all, people come to the national 
parks to seek emotional and fulfilling leisure experiences, not to be lectured and managed 
(Snepenger et al. 2006). NPS can expand its workforce to include people with educational 
backgrounds in social disciplines to balance staff who specialize in science and conservation, 
a restructuring that honors the dual mandate. NPS can allocate resources to constructing new 
affiliations with state, regional, and local parks, nature centers, and cultural heritage sites to 
encourage more frequent and recurring experiences in parks and nature beyond the occa-
sional visit to a national park. 

To many Americans, NPS is the green and gray uniform, the arrowhead, the American 
bison, the giant sequoia, and purple mountains’ majesty. However, if a modern public rec-
ognizes national parks as crucial bastions of the nation’s cultural and natural history, NPS 
is more likely to endure as a relevant cultural concept for all Americans. By seeking ways to 
become not just relevant but indispensable, NPS encourages the American public to become 
invested in national parks. Though conservation work is both prudent and necessary, by 
providing opportunities for quality public enjoyment, NPS fosters key stakeholder support 
that will protect the national parks in perpetuity.
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Reimagining the National Park Service 
to be a Resilient Agency

Gina L. Depper, Thomas Lang, Mariana Rocha Souza, and Brooke Mechels

Introduction
The Organic Act, signed in 1916, established the National Park Service (NPS), an agen-
cy to manage the parks of the United States of America. When the agency was launched it 
inherited the management of 35 national parks and monuments. The agency now manages 
417 units which span more than 84 million acres across the United States and several inter-
national locations. With the breadth of the system and the diversity of the units, management 
can be a challenge. Declining funding over time has left NPS stretched thin (Government 
Accountability Office 2016). Environmental issues such as climate change have complicated 
decisionmaking with uncertainty and growing data needs (Field et al. 2007). Social issues, 
such as rising visitation and the homogeneity of visitors, are other concerns for NPS (Man-
ning and Anderson 2014; National Park Service 2011). As the National Park Service enters 
the next 100 years, how can it be resilient to the changes it will encounter?

The purpose of this paper is to share some insights on this question. When discussing 
resilience we mean “the ability to recover from change” (Hammitt and Cole 1998: 155). We 
address the resilience of NPS through its mission, education, and partnerships. 

NPS is renowned for its dual mission of providing for public enjoyment, while preserv-
ing park resources unimpaired for future generations. However, social and environmental 
changes are increasingly making the mission difficult to achieve. How will change continue 
to impact the mission and what can NPS do? 

National parks were seen as valuable places for education from the agency’s onset (Runte 
1997). Yet NPS increasingly recognizes that a large portion of the population is absent from 
its units. Thus, education is expanding beyond park boundaries. Are the initiatives that NPS 
offers enough to create an era of widespread public support? 
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Partnerships have been important to national parks even prior to the agency’s existence. 
Amid the current funding climate, NPS has sought new partnerships. What sorts of partner-
ships should NPS pursue to move the work of the agency forward and to make up for funding 
and staffing shortages? 

Through reviewing the mission, education, and partnerships in terms of where NPS has 
been, where it is going, and how it can get there, we begin to sketch a resilient way forward 
for the agency. 

Where have we been? 
Defining the National Park Service mission. As one of the first major land conservation 
agencies in the world, the National Park Service has stood on the front lines of cultural and 
ecological preservation. For NPS, resilience has come through its reliance on the Organic 
Act, the first federal piece of legislation that recognized the coupled importance of access 
to public land, and of preserving the physical aspects of the American experience, “for the 
benefit and enjoyment of the people.” 

Despite the dual mission, it is important to remember that “when national parks were 
first established, protection of the ‘environment’ as now defined was the least of preserva-
tionists’ aims” (Runte 1997: 11). Showcasing the natural wonders and proving the nation’s 
worth to the world was the motivating factor (Figure 1; Runte 1997). At the agency’s outset 
there was a push to get people in the parks. Many were anxious that without experiencing 
the parks, the public would not support “scenic preservation” (Runte 1997: 89–91). While 
focusing on tourism led to stability for the agency, it brought about concern for the future of 
the resources (Tweed 2010). 

Figure 1. Showcasing natural 
wonders was one of the prime 
objectives in the early years 
of the National Park Service. 
Wawona Tree, Sequoia Na-
tional Park. Photo courtesy of 
Keysone View Company, Library 
of Congress.
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The late 1960s and 1970s were a time when more consideration for the environment 
took place. During this period, legislative initiatives were passed in an effort to protect the 
environment. The passing of the National Environmental Policy Act in 1970 led NPS to be-
gin conducting systematic assessments of the landscapes and environments under its charge. 
The General Authorities Act, also passed in 1970, facilitated the development of a more 
cohesive agency, as it required NPS to be managed as whole, rather than independent park 
units. These changes led to a more defined management structure within NPS, as well as a 
larger consideration for wildlife and environmental conservation requirements. 

While the NPS mission promises the best of both worlds, conservation and use do not 
always go hand in hand. The NPS Management Policies of 2006 clarify that when there is a 
conflict between the two that conservation should take precedence (National Park Service 
2006). However, a lack of data and time can make it challenging to follow this policy. NPS 
managers often find themselves in tough situations, making decisions with the resources 
available, to best meet the mission. In the 21st century the mission represents the idealistic 
optimism of the past, but current visitation and a changing environment put managers in a 
precarious balancing act.

Education in the early days. The push to get people into parks was successful, and 
throughout the 1940s and 1950s NPS garnered tremendous support from the American 
public (Huth 1990; Runte 1997). With people in the parks, NPS leadership recognized the 
opportunity for education. As early as 1917, NPS was offering tours and lectures in the parks 
(Huth 1990). Interpretive programs with rangers and park museums surfaced in the 1920s 
and helped visitors to learn about the environment they were experiencing (Huth 1990). 
While valuable, early education efforts concentrated largely on visitors and occurred mostly 
within the parks.

Over the years, education and interpretation expanded. NPS developed interpretive vis-
itor centers and living history programs to provide for visitor enjoyment (Mackintosh 1986). 
As technology progressed NPS worked to keep up, providing radio, audio-visual displays 
and eventually a website for every unit (Brockman 1978; Mackintosh 1986). While educa-
tion for park visitors continues to be important, NPS is aware that its visitors no longer reflect 
the demographics of the American public (Humes, Jones, and Ramirez 2011; Taylor, Grand-
jean, and Gramann 2011). The need to expand beyond park boundaries and reach out to 
new audiences to facilitate connections has become apparent. Since the Interpretation and 
Education division is the welcoming face of NPS, it has taken up the charge. 

Using partners to set up the young agency. The early years of NPS were faced with 
two World Wars, an economic depression, and a Dust Bowl that affected the entire country. 
Regardless of the challenges, the young agency fought to create a solid foundation, and much 
of its success can likely be attributed to partnerships. NPS was open to many kinds of part-
nerships and established them with private industry, nonprofit associations, universities, and 
government programs. 

Some of the earliest partnerships were established with railroads to give Americans ac-
cess to the national parks (Runte 1997). Quickly following industry partnerships was the de-
velopment of nonprofit partners. The National Parks and Conservation Association (now the 
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National Parks Conservation Association) was founded in 1919 with several aims, including 
education, research, and encouraging visitation (Miles 1995). At the park level, organizations 
were created to allow for the facilitation of donations (Brockman 1978). University partner-
ships were also essential to the young NPS. Stephen Mather, Horace Albright and Newton 
Drury, three of the first four directors of NPS, leaned heavily on their alma mater, the Univer-
sity of California–Berkeley (UC–Berkeley). UC–Berkeley alumni and professors undertook 
research in the parks, the university hosted conferences, and the NPS Education Division 
was housed on campus during its early years (Brockman 1978; Martin 2015). 

Throughout the past, NPS used partnerships to help at critical times, but often found re-
silience from within. Going forward, NPS could benefit from engaging with external support 
systems even more.  

Where are we going? 
Difficulty with the dual mandate. For the past century NPS has been performing a unique 
feat: it has substantiated and preserved American history and contributed to environmental 
conservation and recreational opportunities. In the early days, preservation and public use 
coexisted peacefully. The number of visitors to the parks was small enough to ensure the 
durability of the resources (Sax 1980). This is no longer the case. 

Over the last few decades, NPS units have seen a marked increase in visitation num-
bers—by 2000, Great Smoky Mountains National Park was hosting over 10 million visitors 
a year. And in 2015, NPS units in total saw over 305 million visitors. With popularity of na-
tional parks at an all-time high, these numbers are not expected to drop. What NPS must now 
consider is how to sustain the agency’s mission of environmental preservation as it comes 
into conflict with public use. 

The mission is further complicated by a dynamic and changing environment. Issues 
such as climate change, pollution, and the fragmentation of ecosystems make it impossible 
to preserve the environment as it was. Given this, NPS has sought to conserve ecosystems in 
a state that is as close to natural as possible. The difficulty with this is the assumption that 
Europeans found the land in a natural, untouched state when they arrived (Tweed 2010). 
Prominent theory suggests that humans entered North America as early as 18,000 years ago 
and research indicates that they impacted the land (Steinberg 2009). These findings make 
it tough to determine what the natural state of the land was in order to keep it that way. 
With continued predictions for environmental change, preserving the land unimpaired is a 
promise NPS cannot keep. To be resilient, the agency will need to better communicate the 
complexities of its mission to the public and gain their understanding and support.

Education as a way to connect with the nation. The recognition that visitors to NPS 
units do not reflect the American public has led to a concern that people who do not visit the 
sites will not feel connected and will not support them. NPS education efforts have tried to 
address this and bring new audiences into the units. 

Research has shown that some minority groups visit NPS sites less than white, non-His-
panic populations (Taylor, Grandjean, and Gramann 2011). Sharing previously untold sto-
ries at NPS units has been one way to make visits more relevant to diverse audiences. The 
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Oconaluftee River Trail connecting the Oconaluftee Visitor Center and Cherokee, North 
Carolina, at Great Smoky Mountains National Park is an example of this. The park partnered 
with the Cherokee to provide interpretative signs on Cherokee history alongside the trail. 
This gave the Cherokee the opportunity to share their story and make the park more signif-
icant to them. 

Children are another audience that NPS education efforts are hoping to reach. Growing 
evidence shows that youth spend less time outdoors and are not as connected to nature or 
history as previous generations (Clements 2004; Charles and Louv 2009; National Parks 
Conservation Association 2009). The Every Kid in a Park program was developed to change 
this and bring fourth graders into parks (Figure 2). NPS units also offer curriculum-based 
programs to reach out to schools and iTunes U podcasts to help educators learn and share 
information with students. Lastly, the Junior Ranger program aims to involve children in ac-
tivities to learn about parks. Such programs facilitate engagement with NPS and its resources.

Education initiatives have also reached beyond park borders to meet people where they 
are. NPS online “learning quests” share information about parks, resources, and events. Dis-
tance learning has made “virtual field trips” available for teachers to share with students. 
And, a web ranger program exists to allow kids to learn about NPS in a digitally interactive 
way. All of these collaborations and programs are likely to help NPS be resilient in its second 
century.

Partnering for survival. A resilient agency needs funding and staff for its units. With 
dwindling congressional support, partnerships with corporate sponsors are being explored 
as a potential financial remedy. Spon-
sorships like these are managed 
through the National Park Foundation 
(NPF) and other similar organizations. 
The revision to Director’s Order #21 
allows superintendents and regions to 
accept donations. For the centenni-
al, several donation types were tested 
out. These included allowing vehicles 
to exhibit donor labels and letting an 
alcohol brand sponsor the Find Your 
Park campaign. These policy changes 
received criticism from various organi-
zations (e.g., Public Citizen, CREDO 

Figure 2. The Every Kid in a Park pro-
gram gives free admittance to national 
parks to every fourth grader across the 
country. Photo courtesy of Shenandoah 
National Park.
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Action, and the Campaign for a Commercial-Free Childhood), but support from the NPF 
and the Public Lands Alliance. Given the pressing challenges of NPS, sponsors are a great 
way to relieve pressure. However, partners that align with the agency’s mission and values 
are ideal. 

The agency partakes in a plethora of other partnerships, including those with universities 
and land management agencies. Universities have continued to play a role in national parks 
through research, lectures, and programs that train future NPS professionals. An example of 
a partnership to tackle staffing issues and training a new generation of park professionals is 
the Yosemite Leadership Program (YLP). YLP creates an opportunity for undergraduates to 
act as park rangers (Figure 3). In this program students are immersed in field based experi-
ences. The partnership meets critical NPS needs and promotes awareness of the agency at 
the University of California–Merced (UC–Merced).

In a rapidly changing environment, seeking out partnerships with other land manage-
ment agencies facing similar challenges is important. Under climate change, many agencies 
have experienced expanding fire seasons. The National Interagency Fire Center is a part-
nership between eight agencies and organizations that all deal with wildland fire issues. The 
center helps plan for and manage fires across the agencies’ units. In a time with funding and 
staffing shortages, leveraging resources in this way can assist NPS in its resilience.

How are we going to get there? 
Maintaining the mission. In order to maintain NPS’s mission, research is necessary. NPS 
needs to better understand the social and environmental changes occurring and information 
is needed as fast as decisions have to be made. To achieve this, the bridge between scientists, 

Figure 3. The Yosemite Leadership Program is one of several efforts to train new park 
professionals. Photo courtesy of the YLP/University of California–Merced.
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scholars in the humanities, and NPS units needs to be strengthened. Connecting staff with 
scientists and other scholars is a way to communicate the needs of NPS and increase oppor-
tunities for research. Organizing professional meetings in NPS units and presenting to staff is 
another way researchers can help. These types of meetings share cutting-edge work that may 
be applicable and able to be implemented. With travel ceilings becoming a challenge for NPS, 
this is a way for some employees to attend conferences. Such collaborations can help bring 
science and humanities scholarship into decisionmaking.

In addition, the complexities of the mission need to be communicated to the public to 
help people understand the reasons for NPS decisions. Citizen science and similar forms of 
volunteerism are a great way for the public to better understand the changes taking place. 
Creating opportunities to join in research which documents social and environmental chang-
es could be beneficial for park data needs as well as public understanding of the issues. 

NPS initiated a successful digital campaign for the centennial using the hashtag #find-
yourpark. There is an opportunity through media to raise awareness about change and the 
NPS’s mission. New tactics could crowd-source evidence on “environmental changes” or 
a #supportyourpark campaign could be initiated to support park managers when making 
tough decisions. These tactics could be effective, especially when seeking to reach non-vis-
itors.

Engaging the public through education. To engage the next generation of park visitors 
and supporters, NPS should invest further in education. There are already successful pro-
grams in place (i.e., Every Kid in a Park and Junior Rangers). We encourage more programs 
like these and suggest that future programs not be restricted by age or grade level. This could 
become a reality through a donation program. The NPF runs a campaign, Open OutDoors 
for Kids, where donors support getting kids outside. Marketing this campaign at a local level 
could be helpful. 

NPS education efforts should also target parents. There is readily available information 
on the NPS website for teachers and kids, but not for parents. Research indicates that parents 
are primary influencers in the development of environmental commitment (Chawla 1999). 
Given their role, more focus should be on helping them cultivate environmental stewards. 
Visiting parents could be informed, through instructional kits or short programs, on how to 
use the park to teach values and concepts to their children. 

Lastly, research suggests that repeated experiences are important to developing concern 
for the environment (James, Bixler, and Vadala 2010). Local and state parks are often closer 
than national parks and can provide continued experiences which will allow a connection to 
nature to develop. NPS should strive to facilitate access to these units as well. For example, 
links to state and local park websites could be placed on the NPS “Find A Park” webpage.

Partnerships to address structural issues. To be resilient, NPS should pursue partner-
ships that address critical needs such as funding and staffing. Corporate sponsors are one 
way to do this; however, some see partnerships with certain companies as damaging to the 
agency. Exploring partnerships with entities that share NPS core values is important. Dona-
tions are another way to meet NPS needs. Making the public aware of projects at local NPS 
sites, the costs for them, and their importance could encourage donations. Donors are more 
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likely to give when they know what their money is funding and this strategy would allow for 
engagement. 

Partnerships that prepare the agency for the future are also critical to resilience. The 
YLP at UC–Merced is beneficial for parks by increasing the number of trained rangers and 
young supporters, and for students by helping them to develop careers. This type of program 
should be extended to other parks around the country. Additionally, increased communica-
tion with universities about academic programs could be useful. With declining training dol-
lars, ensuring that university programs are providing the skills that future NPS professionals 
need is important. 

Conclusion
The National Park Service faces many challenges in its second century. However, the dedi-
cation and ingenuity the agency showed in handling the obstacles in its first century can only 
lead to optimism for the next. Resilience for the agency will take a multi-faceted approach, 
including research, communication, outreach, program development, funding solicitations, 
and training collaborations. This article considered NPS resilience in terms of the mission, 
education, and partnerships, and several ways forward were identified. These suggestions 
may help achieve resilience for the National Park Service in its second century.
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Into the Second Century of the National Park Service: 
A Synthesis of Student Perspectives at 100 Years

Peter W. Metcalf, Zachary D. Miller, Peter Mkumbo, Gina L. Depper, 
and Jennifer Thomsen

At the dawn of its second century, the National Park Service (NPS) faces an incredible 
number of complex and difficult challenges. Some of these were highlighted by the authors of 
this special section, including: achieving both aspects of the NPS’s dual mandate; protecting 
resources in the face of climate change, land development, and record visitation levels; secur-
ing sustainable funding; adapting to changing visitor use patterns and leisure preferences; 
and building relevancy with an urbanizing and diversifying population. How NPS responds 
to these and other challenges, as well as to those that will undoubtedly arise, will largely de-
termine its future. The inaugural George Wright Student Summit provided the opportunity 
for the voices of a younger generation to express their own ideas and perspectives about what 
these challenges are and how to best address them, as well as a vision for NPS moving into 
the second century. 

Responding to critical challenges is not new to NPS. Throughout its history, NPS has 
fought for political relevancy, struggled for sufficient funding, adapted to changing leisure 
and travel patterns, addressed transboundary threats, and reimagined how it tells the story of 
America (Keiter 2013; Harmon and Conard 2016). Along the way, NPS has become a global 
leader in scientifically informed protected area management (Keiter 2013). The national 
park system has grown from a handful of mostly Western parks to having a presence in rural 
and urban areas in every state and territory. NPS is staffed by tens of thousands of highly 
dedicated and skilled personnel and enjoys broad public support (Pew 2015; NPS 2017a). 
We believe NPS is well positioned to navigate these challenges in a manner that energizes 
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the storied organization and help make parks more relevant to the changing dynamics of our 
country and world. 

Boldly moving forward: Reflections on the special section
The articles included in this special section of The George Wright Forum provide a reflec-
tive and thoughtful discussion on how NPS might effectively respond to the challenges it 
faces entering the next century. The Student Summit participants and their faculty advisors 
intentionally sought to offer bold and creative ideas unbound by common pragmatic or re-
search constraints. Some of these ideas cut against our individual or collectively held sacred 
truths about park and protected area management. This article provides a synthesis based 
off the previous articles. In this, the authors of this article identified four common threads 
that emerged from the collection: Parks are for people; Promote the national parks; Building 
bridges across boundaries; and Embrace institutional reform. Together these four threads 
weave in and out of the collection to frame a vision that NPS, scholars, and practitioners can 
follow boldly into the agency’s second century. In the following sections, we summarize and 
reflect on each thread. 

Parks are for people
The first thread is a clear call for a stronger and more visible commitment to the public en-
joyment aspect of NPS’s mission. The park system exists in large part as spaces for people to 
play in, explore, recreate, and escape the pressures and challenges of everyday life. They offer 
unparalleled opportunity for learning and discovery, not just about park resources, but with 
friends and family. Yet, there is good reason to ask whether people see themselves in the parks 
or whether they simply see parks as types of museums that protect our history, our heritage, 
or the environment. And if the former, which people identify with parks and why do others 
not? NPS, Jones et al. (this issue) write, must care for visitors to parks to the same degree that 
it so diligently cares for the natural, cultural, and historic resources it protects. Such diligent 
attention to visitor use and enjoyment is critical to build and maintain cultural relevancy in 
today’s society (Reynolds 2010; Peterson, 2014). 

At first glance, it would be easy to miss how potentially subversive to NPS priorities this 
suggestion is. After all, the parks are witnessing record visitation and struggling to protect 
resources in the face of such onslaught (Keiter 2013; Flowers 2016). Yet, the authors are on 
solid ground when they question the agency’s commitment, communication, and culture 
around the public enjoyment aspect of its mission. NPS has a complicated history with where 
people fit into its spaces and mission. Many of the iconic landscape parks, particularly in 
the West, were built on the erasure of indigenous peoples (Spence 1999), an erasure that is 
only recently being acknowledged and fitfully addressed (Nabokov and Loendorf 2004; King 
2007; Wolfley 2016). Similarly (but in no way comparably), NPS’s commitment to resource 
protection—which is unquestionably vital—has led to less stewardship of the visitor experi-
ence, or, worse, an organizational culture that can view visitor use as antagonistic to resource 
protection instead of the reason for it. Jones et al.’s word illustrations (this issue) artfully 
suggest how this cultural orientation has led to an imbalance in research and management 
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priorities between the two aspects of NPS’s mission. This is further evidenced by the histor-
ical focus on visitor carrying capacity, as well as limited priority given to visitor use planning 
in its own right and at park-unit scales (Miller et al., this issue). 

Going forward, NPS is encouraged to reflect on what image it communicates to the pub-
lic about its place in parks. A brief review in February 2017 of more than 40 park unit home 
pages across all types of units and regions of the country underscores the current misalign-
ment. The dominant photos on almost every park unit home page depicted unpeopled land-
scapes, or historic or cultural objects. Even pictures of visitor facilities such as campgrounds 
or urban running trails contained few people. Pictures that did contain people usually showed 
them at a distance, often standing politely as some uniformed personnel gave a talk. Close-
ups, laughter, families, and play were only occasionally included. Notably only a handful of 
pictures depicted people of color, even in culturally oriented parks or parks located close to 
ethnically diverse communities. Anyone who visits these park websites would be justifiably 
excused for thinking that only older, white, middle-class nature-lovers belong in parks. 

Changing this perception is essential if NPS wants to maintain long-term relevancy to 
the American public. Recent efforts to partner with community groups in urban, rural, or 
minority communities are to be commended and expanded. Yet, recasting parks as places 
for people requires more than just outreach and marketing. It requires an openness by park 
management to allow, encourage, and plan for new and diverse ways of enjoying that space. 
Greater investments in social science research would provide managers a more informed un-
derstanding of how people relate to, use, and want to use park spaces (Miller et al., this issue). 
This should be coupled with rigorous, integrated visitor and resource planning so that the 
two sides of the dual mandate can be simultaneously advanced as mutually supportive goals 
rather than antagonistic ones.

Promote the national parks 
Addressing many of the challenges the parks face requires NPS to cultivate a broad base of 
social and political support. The Organic Act explicitly directs that NPS “shall promote and 
regulate the use of Federal areas known as national parks...” (16 U.S.C. §1; emphasis add-
ed). It is not discretionary, but rather a statutory and pragmatic imperative that NPS actively 
strives to inform the public and policymakers at all levels of government about why parks are 
important socially, culturally, economically, and ecologically to the health and vitality of the 
nation. 

The recent national campaigns Every Kid in a Park (US Department of the Interior 
2017) and Find Your Park (Figure 1; NPS 2017c) are great starts in raising visibility and get-
ting new people into parks. Similar national campaigns that encourage people to visit parks 
should continue to be developed in partnership with state and local tourism bureaus, the 
tourism and outdoor recreation industries, conservation organizations, and other interested 
partners. Targeted efforts that seek to build awareness of lesser-known, less-visited, or local 
national park system units should also be undertaken in partnership with local businesses, 
educational organizations, and community groups (Depper et al., this issue). 
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Promotional efforts should strive to improve the diversity of visitors and the agency 
workforce to better reflect the changing face of America—a widely recognized priority (Pe-
terson 2014) and the focus of NPS’s recent Call to Action (NPS 2011). Jones et al. (this 
issue) make a highly provocative suggestion that to better reach new population segments 
(and especially younger demographics), NPS may need to rebrand itself from an agency that 
protects resources to an agency that provides special areas for leisure, learning, and discovery. 
As part of this rebranding, NPS and its partners could actively promote opportunities for 
people to learn and experience new ways to enjoy the outdoors. Just as visitors today can 
participate in ranger-led interpretive programs or park tours, visitors tomorrow could enroll 
in courses that teach outdoor recreation skills from camping to rock climbing, snorkeling to 
bird watching, among many others. Such courses would help people associate the national 
parks with being desirable spaces for recreation. In a similar vein, Depper et al. (this issue) 
suggest that the use of citizen science-type programs could lead to both greater support and 
understanding of the parks. This could help the public move from merely finding their park, 
to claiming a greater responsibility as citizen stewards of their national parks (Pitcaithley and 
Diamant 2016; Jones et al. this edition). 

Finally, promoting the parks clearly must go beyond encouraging and facilitating visitor 
experiences to include the hard work of increasing public literacy about the national park 
idea and its importance to the American experiment. At their best, parks reflect our greatest 

Figure 1. The Find Your Park advertising campiagn helped drive visitation to the US national park 
system to an all-time high of 331 million visitors in 2016. Photo courtesy of Lyndon B. Johnson Na-
tional Historical Park.
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virtues as a people and actively promote democracy and equality through the quotidian inter-
actions of visitors from many walks of life, as well as through the interpretation of our many 
stories. Parks also push us to live up to our ideals by shining an honest light on the darker 
episodes in our history, our present, and our collective psyche. And parks can be critical 
instruments of building peace and understanding between nations (Krafte et al., this edition). 
NPS is encouraged to be bold in communicating its importance in the social and political life 
of the country. 

Build bridges across boundaries
Successfully managing the myriad challenges of the next century requires building bridges 
across external and internal boundaries. Krafte et al.’s brief history of transboundary parks 
(this issue) vividly illustrates that working across boundaries is of course not new. Yet in 
this era of rapid social and ecological change, it is more important than ever. The idea of 
building bridges offers a useful metaphor for this effort. Successful boundary spanning work 
must be deliberate, purposeful, and carefully designed and maintained or it is likely to fail. 
While bridges make boundaries more permeable, they also recognize the distinctiveness of 
the entities being linked, be they government agencies, human communities, conservation 
reserves, or social and ecological systems. It is imperative that NPS retains its distinctiveness 
as a conservation agency while opening itself up. 

The first boundary to bridge is jurisdictional. Conserving ecological processes, viable 
populations of many species, or space for species to adapt to climate change requires greater 
collaboration with other federal resource agencies as well as state, tribal, and local govern-
ments. In certain places, such as the Crown of the Continent and Greater Yellowstone Eco-
system, NPS has made steady strides toward more coordinated regional management (Sax 
and Keiter 2007). Yet even in these locales, such cooperative efforts have often run afoul of 
different planning processes, budgetary issues, and land use priorities. Greater attention to 
and research on how to overcome the various social, political, and institutional obstacles to 
secure better cooperation should be a priority in the years ahead. 

Visitor use planning must also be undertaken at larger, multi-jurisdictional scales. To 
facilitate this process, Miller et al. (this issue) encourage the development of a “common lan-
guage” in management-by-objectives planning frameworks. This bridge would smooth the 
collection and sharing of relevant social data as well as foster planning efforts that treat each 
agency’s space as part of a larger recreation system. In turn, appropriate places for existing 
and emerging recreational activities could be debated (e.g., the disagreements over mountain 
biking, BASE jumping, kayaking, and snowmobiling in national parks) and identified (Fig-
ure 2). Other federal agencies would also be better positioned to handle the spillover from 
crowded national parks. Krafte et al. (this issue) point out that this will entail crossing firmly 
established sociocultural and economic boundaries when it comes to what forms of leisure 
and recreation are considered “appropriate” within national parks. 

The authors widely encouraged the continued cultivation and expansion of partnerships 
with universities, nonprofits, and other agencies. Such partnerships are vital for conducting 
research, improving the visitor experience, reaching underrepresented populations, engag-
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ing the public effectively, and strengthening the overall management of the parks. Partner-
ships with state and local park systems, Jones et al. (this issue) argue, could be a particularly 
productive way to build long-term cradle-to-grave support for park and protected areas. 

Some of the boundaries identified for bridging are internal to NPS. Bureaucratic divi-
sion of labor and a reluctant leadership have hampered effective unit-wide visitor use plan-
ning (Miller et al., this issue). Krafte et al. (this issue) go a step further, arguing NPS would 
benefit not just from greater coordination within park units, but working as an integrated park 
system rather than a collection of individual units under a common agency. Some of the most 
difficult and important boundaries to bridge, however, may be conceptual. The assumptions 
about the role of people in parks, NPS preservationist paradigms, the role of science and 
uncertainty in decisionmaking, the concept of agency as expert, and public participation in 
agency decisionmaking all could benefit from collective interrogation and reflection. 

Finally, Thomsen et al. (this issue) and Depper et al. (this issue) raised the importance 
of developing and encouraging the next generation of park professionals. In addition to uni-
versity-based professional management programs and associations cited therein, this effort 
should include programs to develop career on-ramps for other types of skilled workers or 
to raise the visibility of NPS as a desirable career opportunity among a wide sector of the 

Figure 2. Highlining at Taft Point, Yosemite National Park. Debates about the place of so-called 
extreme sports and recreation activities within national parks could be informed by manage-
ment-by-objectives planning frameworks. Photo courtesy of LiAnna Davis via Wikimedia Commons.
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American public (Nelson 2016). Programs like the Latino Heritage Internship Program are 
encouraging steps in the right direction (Figure 3; NPS 2016).

Embrace institutional reforms
The fourth and final thread that connects these pieces together is the need to embrace myriad 
institutional reforms. This will not be easy. NPS is a proud bureaucracy with a storied his-
tory of accomplishments (Goodsell 2011). But the agency must not become a living history 
museum of bureaucratic organization and 20th-century scientific management. The merits 
of structural change aside, the reforms suggested by the authors of this special section are 
primarily to organizational culture and priorities. 

Many of the ideas suggested invite NPS to undergo critical reflection at every level of 
the institution about its basic assumptions surrounding its mission, the public, nature, and 
even the park idea. One key area of reflection is what constitutes acceptable human use of 
the national parks. For the most part, our mental models are stuck in a post-War perspective 
of private cars, family picnics, hiking, and ranger-led programs. As the public’s leisure 
preferences shift, NPS must carefully consider where and how it can accommodate new uses, 
not just resist on traditional or ideological grounds. Any decision must evaluate the present 
and future visitor experience as well as the conditions and character of affected resources. 
This reflection process must be continuous and would be well served by the use of both 
descriptive and predictive models. 

NPS must also continue to grapple with the character of its relation to the public. The 
public must become partners in stewardship, not simply visitors (Jones et al., this edition). 
This shift will require the agency to rethink its expert identity and positionality in decision-

Figure 3. The National Park Service and Hispanic Access Foundation work 
together to provide the Latino Heritage Internship Program, which “connects 
cultures in conservation” and provides on-ramps to agency employment. Photo 
courtesy of the National Park Service.
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making processes. Efforts to improve public engagement and participation practices are 
widespread but much work remains before they are successfully institutionalized (Leong, 
Emmerson, and Byron 2011). 

Finally, a key starting point for institutional reform would be to hire more people trained 
in the social sciences, humanities, education, marketing, and communications (Thomsen et 
al., this issue; Miller et al., this issue). Hiring more people with experience working in other 
park systems (state, county, city) or nongovernmental organizations would further diversify 
the agency’s professional expertise and backgrounds. Together this would bring fresh per-
spectives, knowledge, skill sets, and, importantly, a broader set of values to bear on man-
agement activity and priorities. These workforce reforms would help develop organizational 
capacity to successfully manage park visitors, build partnerships, and engage the public in 
productive dialogue. None of these or other reforms will come easy. Becoming a more open, 
flexible, and adaptable institution will likely prove critical to thriving for another 100 years. 

Imagining NPS at its bicentennial
If these threads were incorporated into the fabric of NPS, what might it look like at its bicen-
tennial? Imagine for a moment a hot August afternoon in Gardiner, Montana ( just outside of 
Yellowstone National Park), in the year 2116. The director steps to the dais ringed by a staff 
whose diversity reflects the country. Perhaps the director is the daughter of climate refugees 
from a Pacific Island nation, or perhaps he is a white male. Neither would draw much mention 
due to the lack of novelty. The director leads a proud and respected agency whose commit-
ment to its now 200-year-old mission remains as strong as ever. NPS manages a system that 
has grown to over 800 units. Most of the growth has been in urban parks and monuments that 
protect historical and cultural resources, or provide valued greenspace. Many other Second 
Century-designated areas protect urban rewilding and include remnants of their industrial 
past, or recently abandoned rural landscapes that include novel assemblages of species. To-
gether they tell the stories of the country from the Pleistocene to the present, from Gwich’in 
caribou hunting to Fordist industrial development, from Southern Gospel music to zephonia 
(a mid-21st-century mash up of Middle Eastern and Afro-Caribbean beats). 

Let’s imagine that the director is a woman. Behind her, as she talks about NPS’s ongoing 
efforts to ease the human–nature dichotomy, wild bison and elk graze vigorous re-growth 
from the prescribed fire set last fall by members of the Crow Nation. The burn was part of a 
co-management arrangement that utilizes collectively agreed-upon integration of traditional 
knowledge and Western management techniques. Other cultural and ethnic groups, as well 
as many local communities, have also assumed greater prominence in individual park man-
agement activities and decisions. These and other structural and cultural changes to the NPS 
bureaucracy have allowed the agency to become more responsive to changing leisure patterns 
and political expectations that can test the agency’s mission. 

As the director discusses the parks’ changing roles in a re-ruralizing America, she high-
lights the continued importance of parks as core areas in conservation reserve networks and 
how parks have acted both as refuges from and facilitative spaces for adaptation to climate 
change. She highlights the record visitation and the strain it places on a still chronically un-
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derfunded agency. And she identifies the need to reinvigorate broader political support to 
fend off attempts to open the parks to extraction of ever more limited, and valuable, raw 
materials. But overall, the state of the parks is strong, buoyed by a network of partnerships, 
innovative civic engagement, and a passionate workforce. In this vision, traditions, both an-
cient and recent, as well as innovations are on display. 

Conclusion
The purpose of the George Wright Society Student Summit was to bring together students 
to discuss the next 100 years of NPS. The summit discussions covered five themes: (1) Un-
bounding parks, (2) National Park Service core park values and identities, (3) Visitor use man-
agement in our most visited national parks, (4) The struggle to keep national parks as they 
were, and (5) Reimagining the National Park Service to be a resilient agency. Four of themes 
were expanded upon and discussed in this special section of The George Wright Forum. This 
final paper identified four common threads that surfaced throughout the preceding papers. 
These included the importance of parks for people, the need to continue and expand NPS 
promotion, the use of partnerships and collaboration to build bridges across boundaries, and 
embracing institutional reforms. The participatory process that led to the themes, the summit 
discussions, and the continued thought processes through writing these papers have led to 
an identification of some of the most relevant and important ways that NPS can move forward 
in its second century.

In supporting the summit, the GWS made a statement that students’ opinions and per-
spectives are important and valuable. This issue of The George Wright Forum has given a 
voice to students’ thoughts. The summit allowed for students from different backgrounds 
with similar interests to meet and candidly discuss some of the most pertinent issues fac-
ing NPS and brainstorm bold strategies for addressing them. The summit was successful 
in establishing connections among students and developing communication channels for 
maintaining those connections. The opportunity to publish papers has cultivated continued 
collaboration and conversation among attendees from different campuses. With the many 
environmental, social, and political uncertainties that the field faces, providing opportunities 
for young professionals to engage and develop are integral. The George Wright Society’s 
Student Summits provide a meaningful way for young professionals to start stepping into 
their roles as important voices for public lands management.
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Music at the Monument: Research Informing a 
Healthy Parks Healthy People Event 

B. Derrick Taff, Camilla Hodge, Eric Layland, Heather Costigan, 
and Jeremiah Gorske

Introduction
The US National Park Service (NPS) manages one of the world’s largest, most complex, 
and spectacularly unique group of protected areas (Vincent, Hanson, and Bjelopera 2014; 
Manning et al. 2016). Beyond traditional values such as recreation and scenic beauty, parks 
are increasingly being assessed for the ecosystem services they provide, and measured 
through the lens of coupled environmental and social health (Cox, Almeter, and Saterson 
2013; van Riper and Kyle 2014; Larson, Jennings, and Cloutier 2016). Although growing, 
empirical evidence on the impact of parks on environmental and societal health is limited 
(Maller et al. 2009; Thompson and Aspinall 2011; Africa et al. 2014), thus leading to ini-
tiatives such as the NPS Healthy Parks Healthy People (HPHP) program and its associated 
science plan (NPS Healthy Parks Healthy People Science Plan 2013).

With regard to parks, being outdoors, and health, youth and veteran populations have 
rightfully been the subjects of particular attention over the past decade. For example, Richard 
Louv’s 2005 book, Last Child in the Woods: Saving Our Children from Nature Deficit Disor-
der, synthesized and spurred research that has focused on the outdoors and youth wellbeing. 
Additionally, the ongoing conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan have had significant physical, 
psychological, and societal health impacts on our veterans and their families (Plach and Sells 
2013; Karney et al. 2016), leading to strategies that expand upon traditional medical-based 
approaches, such as outdoor-based health interventions (e.g., Bennett et al. 2014; Dustin et 
al. 2016; Hawkins, Townsend, and Garst 2016). 
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Parks and protected areas, such as those managed by NPS, provide locations and 
opportunities for health promotion in natural spaces, and new HPHP programs have 
emerged with the intention of aiding in facilitating health and wellbeing in these settings 
(NPS n.d.). Although scientific understanding of the relationship between environmental 
and societal health is evolving, the limited existing empirical evidence provides opportunities 
for improving park and health-related planning, programs, and outcomes through research 
(NPS 2013; Schmalz et al. 2013; Thomsen, Powell, and Allen 2013). The research discussed 
in this paper builds upon understanding of HPHP-based programming with an emphasis on 
veteran, youth and family populations. 

This study examined Music at the Monument, a veteran-, youth-, and family-focused 
HPHP-sponsored event, as a case study. Specifically, this research explored outcomes asso-
ciated with this HPHP initiative on health and wellbeing for veterans, youth, and families, 
while further informing organizational implications for this particular event, as well as other 
future HPHP-related programming. 

Methods
A single-case study design was used to evaluate the Music at the Monument concert series. 
The free events, aimed at promoting health and wellbeing for veterans and youth, took place 
at the NPS-managed historic Sylvan Theater, overlooking the Washington Monument on 
the National Mall in Washington, DC, the first and third Friday of every month from May to 
October 2015. This was the inaugural year of the program, which was produced and fiscally 
sponsored by ex-National Football League football player and fitness advocate Darryl Haley 
and colleagues, and facilitated through the NPS HPHP program.

A case study approach “allows investigators to retain the holistic and meaningful char-
acteristics of real-life events” (Yin 2003: 2), and is particularly useful in addressing how or 
why questions when a contemporary phenomenon is under examination (Kohlbacher 2005). 
Data for case studies are derived from multiple sources such as archival data, direct obser-
vations, and interviews. Each data source contributes to the overall understanding of the 
phenomenon, and can be weaved together to deepen and enhance that understanding (Bax-
ter and Jack 2008). Therefore, the case study approach applied here was both exploratory 
and descriptive, and applied multiple data source collections, including direct observation 
during the events, qualitative interviews with event organizers and support staff, quantitative 
surveys with event participants, and archival information about the events. 

Qualitative semi-structured interviews were conducted with event organizers and sup-
porters, including the event producer, Darryl Haley; Diana Allen, chief of the NPS HPHP 
program; and anonymous event supporters who were veterans and employees of the Depart-
ment of Veterans Affairs (VA). Each interview lasted 25–45 minutes and was recorded and 
transcribed for analysis. Interview questions focused on event goals, perceived outcomes, 
promotional strategies, and lessons they learned from this first year of programming. To im-
prove validity of the results, all interviews were analyzed using NVivo Qualitative Software, 
applying open coding and constant comparison techniques (Lincoln and Guba 1985) among 
three of the lead researchers. 
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On-site quantitative surveys were collected with Music at the Monument participants 
during two of the events, in September and October 2015. A total of n = 42 respondents 
completed the surveys, for a total response rate of 97%. Survey questions focused on partic-
ipant motivations, perceived outcomes from attending the event, and perceptions of effective 
promotion and communication of HPHP-related events like Music at the Monument. Mo-
tivations were assessed using 14-items, adapted from the Recreation Experience Preference 
scales, which have been used in numerous studies to examine visitors’ impetus for visiting 
protected areas (Manfredo, Driver, and Tarrant, 1996; Manning 2011). Motivations were 
evaluated using an 8-item scale, where 0 = Not Relevant, and 1 = “Not at all Important” and 
7 = “Extremely Important.” Perceived outcomes were measured using 6-items, where 0 = 
“Unsure/Not sure,” and 1 = “Strongly Disagree” and 5 = “Strongly Agree.” The perceived 
outcomes were developed based upon the goals of the event organizers (discussed in the 
results). Effective promotion and communication strategies were evaluated using 5-items, 
where 1 = “Not Effective” and 5 = “Highly Effective.” The communication strategy items 
were largely adopted from Doucette and Cole (1993), but the researchers added more mod-
ern items including social media (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, Vine, and Instagram) and items 
relevant to HPHP and Music at the Monument, including VA personnel, Medical doctors, and 
Health insurance providers. 

The researchers also collected archival information about Music at the Monument to 
assess the quantity, quality, and type of marketing representation surrounding the event. This 
methodological process included Internet searches for media about Music at the Monument, 
as well as promotional materials provided by the event producer and supporters. 

Finally, two of the lead researchers conducted direct observation at two of the events, in 
September and October 2015. Documenting observations through field notes and photos, 
these researchers individually evaluated on-site aspects of the event, including presence of 
event goal promotion and effect on participants, with a particular focus on perceived pres-
ence of veterans, family, and youth, and wellbeing and development. 

Results
The case study approach provided a robust suite of results. Presented below, the associated 
results provide a description of the setting, the nature of the participants, the overarching 
goals of the event, how these related to the planning and promotion, and perceived outcomes. 

Event setting. The Sylvan Theater consists of a partially covered wooden stage lined by 
trees and is approximately 100 yards southeast of the Washington Monument. Looking out 
from the stage, there is first a sidewalk, and then a gradually-inclining grass field leading up 
to the Monument. That field creates a natural space for stadium seating where people can 
gather. The edge of this field closest to the stage is formed by a cement retaining wall upon 
which people also seat themselves. Through-foot traffic passes directly in front of the stage 
and between the stage and spectators. 

The pre-event set up for Music at the Monument was minimal. The event producer 
arrived early, as did other volunteers. Likewise, bands arrived early to set up their equipment 
and conduct a sound check. A park ranger also came to the stage prior to the event. On-site 
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promotion was fairly minimal. A few small signs were set on the stage including a banner 
approximately 8x4 foot in size, and two free-standing signs, that were slightly smaller, placed 
on each side of the stage. Sign content included the event title “Music at the Monument,” and 
referenced Haley and HPHP, as well as sponsorship information. An event purpose state-
ment and description were also included in relatively small print and stated that the event 
was “supporting veterans and youth.” Finally, a truck painted with information from the local 
radio station that had been promoting the event, was consistently parked beside the stage. 

Concerts began at either 4 or 5 pm and lasted about two hours. An emcee hosted the 
event, and on several occasions, a veteran and his or her family were introduced and honored 
before the music began. Reports from the event producer and other volunteers indicated 
Music at the Monument attendees ranged from 15 to 30 people at any given time, and these 
estimates correlated with observed participant numbers. Researcher observations suggested 
substantially more people discovered the event as they traveled to or from other features of 
the National Mall, and stopped to observe or participate. Park visitors approaching the Wash-
ington Monument from behind the grass field would halt their walk toward the monument to 
observe or applaud the band. 

Event participants. Attendees mostly arrived in groups. The event producer and other 
volunteers greeted attendees. There was not always an obvious veteran or service member 
presence; however, five out of 42 people who took an on-site survey self-identified as veter-
ans. A small number (fewer than five) of children were present throughout the events. Of the 
attendees who completed an on-site survey, median age was 38 years, and about half (52%) 
were female. Nearly two-thirds of attendees were from areas within the DC vicinity, including 
Virginia and Maryland. West Virginia, North Carolina, Minnesota, Illinois, Oklahoma, Tex-
as, and California were also represented, and 14% of attendees were from other countries. 
Approximately 81% of the sample indicated that this was the first Music at the Monument 
event that they had attended, while the remaining 19% ranged from attending two to all seven 
of the concerts offered. Approximately 31% of respondents indicated that they attended Mu-
sic at the Monument with their family members. Only 38% were aware that the event location 
was part of the national park system. Given the location of the event, attendees participated 
in active transport (e.g., walking, running, or cycling). Researcher observation also indicated 
Music at the Monument attendees experienced consistent positive affect. Behavioral indica-
tors of positive affect, as observed by researchers, included smiling, laughing, singing, and 
dancing. Concurrently, four out of five attendees reported feeling very high levels of positive 
emotion during the event (a full description of attendee self-reported outcomes is described 
in Table 3). 

Developing HPHP-centric event goals. When conceptualizing the Music at the Mon-
ument concert series, Haley, the event producer, wanted first and foremost to leverage the 
natural spaces available in parks as a form of health promotion. He described himself as a 
“believer in the fact that parks are in place for health and wellness, as well as therapy.” That 
belief led him to the HPHP initiative, of which he calls himself “an advocate and a volunteer 
who believes in the whole [mission of ] Healthy Parks, Healthy People.” Event volunteers 
affiliated with the VA, and veterans themselves, echoed Haley’s vision for the event and its 
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alignment with the HPHP initiative—“being outdoors and enjoying the scenery and the form 
of relaxation that the parks bring, it’s invaluable.”

The producer and other key volunteers aligned their event goals with the broad goals of 
HPHP by seeking to serve vulnerable populations who, as Haley stated, need the “health and 
healing in our parks.” Allen, chief of the NPS HPHP program, which collaborated in an ad-
visory capacity during the event planning and development, stated, “Music at the Monument 
was designed intentionally to bring together youth and veterans and their families in this park 
atmosphere for health and healing.” Moreover, Haley and others considered music to be an 
additional mechanism within the broader context of the HPHP initiative to create positive 
health outcomes. Haley stated that “we can utilize the parks … [and] get more veterans in 
the parks, and that helps with jobs, health, wellness, rehabilitation, re-integration, and so on.” 
This subjective assessment aligns with empirical research indicating that music can aid in 
emotional regulation for veterans (Zoteyva, Forbes, and Rickard 2015). According to Haley, 
more than simply providing direct benefits to veterans and youth, event goals also aimed 
to indirectly serve these populations by increasing awareness of issues veterans and service 
members face, such as PTSD, reintegration following deployment, seeking and obtaining 
education and employment, and combating homelessness. 

To summarize, the goals of the Music at the Monument event were to:

•	  Create an HPHP-centric event in a natural space to improve health and wellness, par-
ticularly among veterans, youth, and families.

•	  Enhance health and wellness of veterans, youth, and families through music.
•	  Increase public awareness of issues facing veterans and military service members, and 

their families.

Planning and promoting an effective HPHP event. To achieve the event goals, the event 
producer and volunteers faced challenges typical of outdoor events (e.g., event cancellation 
due to inclement weather, or creating shade and providing water in warm temperatures) as 
well as other, more unique planning and promotion considerations. Primarily, any event at 
an NPS site requires obtaining the appropriate permits and knowing and adhering to NPS 
regulations. This is particularly true of the National Mall—one of the busiest NPS sites. Allen 
noted that “the Park Service has a permitting process, so scheduling and the timing is really 
complex, [and] for The Mall, just getting on the schedule and getting the permitting is a huge 
hurdle.” Requests for permits in this space run upward of 3,000 annually. Park rangers were 
on hand before or during most of the events to connect with the event producer and to ensure 
that the facilities were ready for the occasion. 

Event promotion was another consideration in the planning process. Examination of 
archival information regarding Music at the Monument yielded evidence of substantial pro-
motional efforts that were disseminated before and during the span of the event series. For 
example, numerous social media approaches were employed to promote information about 
the event. Music at the Monument was featured on several YouTube videos, where the event 
producer spoke about the purpose and details regarding the dates, location and timing of the 
event, as well as a video demonstrating one of the music performances with the participants 
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dancing in front of the Sylvan Theater. During the span of the event season, an official web-
site was developed (Musicatthemonument.com) containing information about the purpose, 
event, videos, press, and a photo gallery. Additionally, the event was featured on several re-
lated websites including those of the National Park Service, the VA, and a local radio station 
that had also been promoting the event on air. 

Event attendees were asked to indicate the most effective communication strategies for 
promoting HPHP-related events such as Music at the Monument (Table 1). Results suggest 
that social media are perceived as the most effective strategy, as approximately 62% of respon-
dents indicated that this method is “highly effective” (M = 4.38). Respondents also perceived 
radio commercials (M = 4.11), signs/posters (M = 4.08), and displays at the parks/visitor cen-
ters (M = 4.06) as effective strategies. Methods that resulted in the lowest mean values were 
medical doctors (M = 2.51), and health insurance providers (M = 2.36). Approximately 27% 
of respondents indicated that these two strategies were “not effective” means of promoting 
HPHP-related events such as Music at the Monument. 

Based on the attendance during the first year of this concert series, Music at the Monu-
ment planners and supporters anticipate changes to the current promotional and communi-
cation strategies that will increase participation. “I think right now,” said a volunteer veteran 
affiliated with the VA, “it hasn’t even reached the potential that it can have because I don’t 
think we’ve really marketed it—it’s the first time we did this [and] we didn’t really know what 
to expect. I think from this, we could probably do more weekly promos as opposed to one 
overall generic promo.” Based on communication and event promotion research, this regular 
and consistent approach is likely to yield higher participation in future years (Dowson and 

Table 1. Music at the Monument participant perceptions of promotion and communication effec-
tiveness (n = 42).
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Bassett 2015; Musgrave and Henderson 2015). In addition, Haley suggested that in subse-
quent years, they would shift the start time to 5 rather than 4 pm, because they learned “that’s 
a big difference in D.C. for people to get off work.” Based on researcher observations, this too 
would aid in increasing participation, as the majority of observed participation did not occur 
until after 5:30 pm. 

Meeting HPHP and Music at the Monument goals: Event evaluation and assessment. 
Surveys of attendees and direct observation of the events suggested that while the majority 
of attendees were not veterans or youth, participants’ primary motivations for attending the 
event were being outdoors (M = 6.30), enjoying nature (M = 6.12), relaxation (M = 6.08), and 
getting away from routine (M = 6.05) (Table 2). Psychological rest (M = 5.83), and psychologi-
cal health (M = 5.41) were also important motivations. 

Likewise, approximately 80% of respondents “strongly agreed” that they experienced 
positive emotion (M = 4.63), 73% indicted that they experienced stress relief (M = 4.46), 61% 
experienced mental health and wellbeing (M = 4.15), and 53% experienced social/community 
support and cohesion through the event (Table 3). Items including opportunities to connect 
and bond with family (M = 3.56), experience patriotism (M = 3.38), and connect with veterans 
and service members (M = 2.88) resulted in substantially lower mean values, indicating that 
these variables were not strong outcomes of the event. Interestingly, 17% of the population 
indicated that they were “unsure/not sure” about the event facilitating opportunities to con-

Table 2. Music at the Monument participant motivations (n = 42; mean values exclude “Not Rel-
evant”).
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nect with veterans and service members and 5% indicated that they strongly disagreed with 
this potential outcome. 

Interviews with key stakeholders suggested achieving event goals was an observed and 
lived experience. For example, Haley indicated that “[Participants] walk away with some-
thing that’s either going to enhance their lives, change their lives, put a new tool in the tool-
box and say, ‘Hey look, we get something that I can utilize tomorrow that is going to help my 
life be a little bit better.’” Expanding specifically on veteran wellbeing and the general public, 
Allen stated, “Watching the healing opportunities and meeting others through the crowd and 
seeing how they were impacted, I think it causes people to talk and reflect on what the vet-
erans have given to our country and the state of their wellbeing—and the role of our parks as 
medicine and therapy.” Similarly, an event volunteer, who was also a veteran and a VA official 
noted, “Everybody’s not a veteran, but in some sort of way, we’re all connected to a veteran.” 
And, he suggested that holding the concert series at the Mall adjacent to the Washington 
Monument increased visibility and awareness. The event was an “opportunity for the family 
to come together and relax”; specifically “for those families who have a member who is still 
deployed … it gives them an opportunity to just get out of the house and come sit in the grass 
and relax and enjoy some music, some sunshine and other people,” said a volunteer veteran 
and VA official. Another volunteer and VA official reflected how the events connected him 
to his service experiences, as he reflected upon a quote from a retired general he knew, when 
he said “Teach, learn, and smile.” The supporter elaborated about the impact of the event 
further, stating “You can teach someone and when you’re engaging, you get the opportunity 
to teach someone, and you get the opportunity to learn from other people and smile.” 

Table 3. Music at the Monument participant perceived outcomes (n = 42; Mean values exclude 
“Unsure/Not Sure”).
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Discussion
The purpose of this case study was to examine outcomes associated with an HPHP-focused 
event series, Music at the Monument; to further understand participant perceptions, and 
how they correlate with organizer goals for this type of programming; and inform future 
HPHP-related event planning through specific lessons learned. The year these data were 
collected was the first year of Music at the Monument, and many positive outcomes resulted 
from the event, as highlighted through participant responses, interviews with stakeholders, 
and observed behaviors at the events. Notably, organizer and supporter goals and objectives 
for the event directly correlated with participants’ perceived outcomes with regard to wellbe-
ing. This is a foundational component of HPHP programming, and results suggest that this 
outcome was achieved, as participants’ experienced “positive emotion,” “stress relief,” men-
tal health and wellbeing,” and “social cohesion.” These findings were also supported through 
direct observation, where positive affect was frequently witnessed among the population of 
interest. Furthermore, participants were motivated to be “outdoors” or “enjoying nature,” 
which is representative of HPHP efforts (NPS 2013) and consistent with the growing body 
of literature suggesting that nature can provide health benefits (Maller et al. 2009; Africa et 
al. 2014). However, specific to veterans and family and youth, participant motivations and 
associated outcomes were not as heavily aligned with event organizer and supporter objec-
tives. For example, only 31% of respondents reported that they attended the event with their 
families. This, too, correlated with direct observations, noting the small number of family 
and youth, and clearly identified military personnel at the events. A concerted effort on pro-
motion with specific emphasis on the event goals, and the shift to later timing of the event, as 
noted through organizer and volunteer interviews, will likely enhance overall participation 
and proposed outcomes. 

Proponents of HPHP initiatives through NPS should be aware that the majority of par-
ticipants in this sample (62%) were unaware that they were experiencing Music at the Mon-
ument at an NPS unit, despite the iconic location at the National Mall. Specific to marketing 
and communicating about the event, “social media,” “radio,” and “printed media” were per-
ceived as the most effective means of promoting Music at the Monument. These strategies 
aligned with the efforts experienced through direct observation and archival explorations; 
however, on-site promotion specific to veterans, youth, and families could be enhanced in 
the future by expanding these strategies. Interestingly, participants of this event indicated 
that “Medical doctors” and “Insurance providers” were not effective means of promoting 
HPHP-related events. While this is only representative of a small sample and one event se-
ries, proponents of initiatives such as the “Parks Rx” movement that engages medical profes-
sionals, or collaborative partnership programs with insurance providers, should contemplate 
this finding. These types of efforts may need additional, diverse communication strategies to 
effectively promote perceptual and associated behavioral change that could lead to HPHP-re-
lated participant outcomes. 

Overall, Music at the Monument provides an example of a successful fledgling HPHP-re-
lated program, where organizer and supporter goals align with the perceptions of the partic-
ipants. With regard to HPHP initiatives, this event series meets several objectives of the NPS 
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program, including forging new partnerships, providing access and health opportunities in 
park spaces, and reaching diverse audiences. Ultimately, this event series provided partici-
pants, whether veteran, youth, or not, with positive affect, stress relief, and mental health and 
wellbeing. 

This research marks one of the first studies examining the goals and perceived outcomes 
of an NPS HPHP-related event. However, there are a number of limitations that should be 
considered with this study and associated results. The sample size, although largely repre-
sentative given the high response rate, is small, negating the ability to rigorously examine the 
quantitative data from this sample. Furthermore, the quantitative sample and direct observa-
tions only represent perspectives from two Music at the Monument events during the fall of 
2015. While the results are informative for this particular event, implications that are imputed 
to other HPHP-related programs should consider these findings, while also being mindful 
of these limitations. 

Implications 
Findings from this case study identified several recommendations specific to the Music at the 
Monument concert series. For example, event organizers could consider additional strategies 
for specifically highlighting the event’s focus on veterans, veteran families, and youth devel-
opment. The Music at the Monument event producers and volunteers regularly spotlight a 
veteran at the beginning of each concert; however, because the audience is somewhat tran-
sient by nature of the location, it may better serve the event to have references and announce-
ments highlighting the focus on veterans and youth throughout the evening. Bands could 
be invited to incorporate the event goals into their own dialogue during musical interludes. 
Enhancing the promotion of event goals through communication strategies such as social 
media, radio, and on-site printed media could also attract more veterans, and youth, even if 
they or their families are simply visiting other National Mall sites and inadvertently become 
aware of the event. Similarly, expanding the explicit promotion of the overall connection of 
events to the NPS HPHP mission is pertinent to engage and expand current and future gen-
eration of national park stewards. Moving forward, the Music at the Monument event orga-
nizers and supporters plan to continue forging new partnerships and seeking additional fiscal 
support. The results of this case study indicate that these efforts will likely continue to be 
successful. However, replicating the methods applied to this study over the span of the next 
few years could aid in demonstrating whether the anticipated health and wellbeing outcomes 
associated with this event are increasing. Research methods focused on increasing the sample 
size of participants would allow for robust statistical analyses, which could lead to additional 
implications for this and other HPHP-related events. 

Regarding HPHP-related programming generally, this case study provided a number of 
key lessons learned that could be applied to other events. For example, the event producer 
worked closely with and sought input from NPS professionals from the initial conceptu-
alization of the event, and the response of NPS to the programming was overwhelmingly 
positive and supportive. According to Music at the Monument organizers and supporters, 
as well as NPS HPHP staff, the planning process should start early, with particular consider-
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ation for building partnerships, seeking funding, obtaining permits, scheduling performers 
or participant attractions, and avoiding dates that may conflict with potentially competing 
events. Results from the quantitative surveys with participants suggest that it is important to 
understand the audiences’ motivations and expectations for HPHP-related programming. 
If the motivations of the target audience are understood, then promotional strategies can be 
enhanced to align with them, while also adhering to the goals of the event. It is important to 
have a consistent, but diverse, promotional strategy that maintains a message highlighting 
event goals. Also, outdoor or nature-based venues are important features, and should be con-
sidered when planning for a specific location. 
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The Best Idea Europe Has Ever Had? Natura 2000—
The Largest Network of Protected Areas in the World

Wouter Langhout and Ariel L. Brunner

The birth of the Birds Directive
Our story starts with birds. When several countries in Europe in 1957 intensified their 
cooperation under the predecessor of the European Union (EU), an opportunity arose to 
address the topic of migratory birds. Italy and France were notorious for the large-scale mas-
sacres of finches, cranes, swans and other birds. Citizens from Germany, the Netherlands 
and Luxembourg engaged in vocal campaigns to “save the migratory birds” and found a 
willing ear in the European Commission (Meyer 2010), the EU institution that is tasked with 
proposing and implementing legislation. The campaigns gathered momentum following ac-
cession of the United Kingdom with its powerful birding community. Following a proposal 
from the commission, the EU member states adopted a piece of legislation that aimed to 
protect all wild birds and their habitats. The EU Birds Directive was born (European Eco-
nomic Community 1979). It was adopted in 1979, and being the first dedicated EU law on 
the environment, it paved the way for many more initiatives, which together have enormously 
improved the quality of life on the European continent.

The Birds Directive was in many ways far ahead of its time: A rather short piece of EU 
legislation, consisting of only 20 articles, it set out all the necessary action for bird conser-
vation in the EU. It introduced strict protection of all wild species of birds against their de-
liberate killing or removal from the wild. It also set up a comprehensive system of protected 
areas for species mentioned in its Annex I, and for all regularly occurring migratory birds. It 
introduced reporting obligations and general provisions on protecting bird habitats. Being 
a directive (a piece of EU legislation that needs to be converted into national legislation), it 
does leave considerable freedom to EU member states to implement the obligations in a way 
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that is adapted to local circumstances and governance structures.1 Significantly, it introduces 
the requirement of results, or positive outcomes; Article 2 obliges member states to maintain 
populations of wild birds at a good level (or increase them to that level, if necessary), under-
pinned by Article 3, which obliges member states to create and restore a sufficient area of 
habitat. This makes the legislation very strong.

Protecting nature with the Habitats Directive 
The Habitats Directive (Council of the European Union 1992) was intended to complete the 
framework for the protection of species and ecosystems of EU concern. Recognizing the fact 
that nature is the common heritage of all Europeans and that this heritage was under threat, 
the European Commission put forward a legal proposal for an all-encompassing piece of 
nature legislation in 1988 (Kramer 1993). A special role was played by the Bern Convention 
on the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats, which came into force in 
1982.2 The Bern Convention was in many ways the testing ground for the Habitats Directive, 
and many aspects of the former would be included in the legal text of the latter, sometimes 
word-by-word.

Like the Birds Directive, the Habitats Directive created a framework for the strict protec-
tion of species. Although it could not offer protection to all species, it does protect hundreds 
deemed to be of European interest within many different taxonomic groups, including in-
sects, mollusks and orchids. It also introduced a more robust system of reporting, which after 
years of bickering within the EU member states, has evolved into an in-depth assessment of 
the state of nature in the EU every six years (European Environment Agency 2015). Another 
hugely important new provision was on financing. The Habitats Directive recognized that 
there is an obligation for the EU to help finance nature conservation. In particular, member 
states with a relatively large amount of protected species and habitats would need to invest 
more to reach the objectives of the Habitats Directive, and the legislation therefore included 
a provision for the EU to help the member states share the costs.

However, the most important innovation of the Habitats Directive was the Natura 2000 
network. The Habitats Directive created its own system of protected areas. These are des-
ignated on the basis of their value for the conservation of species mentioned in Annex II 
and “habitat types” (best understood as detailed ecosystem types) in Annex I. Incorporating 
these sites and the sites designated under the Birds Directive, the Natura 2000 network was 
created. Over the years, and because of the increasing number of member states in the Eu-
ropean Union, the network has grown considerably and now consists of more than 27 000 
sites, covering more than 4.3 million sq km (1.6 million sq mi; European Commission 2016). 

The Birds and Habitats directives have brought, over the years, a profound improve-
ment to nature conservation legislation in Europe. The most striking impact has been on 
the regulation of hunting and the prevention of the persecution of wildlife. Spring hunting, 
trapping, trade in locally caught cage birds, predator persecution, poisoning, and many other 
intrinsically unsustainable practices have now disappeared thanks to the law books. Some 
illegal activities do still persist in fields and forests, unfortunately, and are also of serious 
concern in certain other areas (Brochet et al. 2015). But improved protection has triggered 
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spectacular recoveries in the species most vulnerable to persecution such as large mammals, 
raptors and colonial water birds (Deinet et al. 2013).

Before we discuss Natura 2000 more in-depth, however, another key player needs to be 
mentioned: the Court of Justice of the EU. 

The European Court of Justice saves the day
The Court of Justice of the EU, originally set up to police the rules of the common market, 
has been instrumental in the implementation of the EU directives, and continues to be so 
today. Under the EU treaties, the European Commission as guardian of the treaties can bring 
legal action before the Court of Justice against member states that fail to fulfill their obliga-
tions under EU legislation. The jurisprudence of the court serves as guidance for other mem-
ber states on how to implement EU legislation. And ultimately, the court can impose heavy 
financial penalties on member states for violations. 

The Birds and Habitats directives are among the pieces of legislation that have been 
subject to the most litigation. This is not for a lack of clarity, however, as the commission, even 
with relatively limited technical and legal capacity, manages to win most of the cases it brings, 
and many cases are similar in nature. The court usually rules against the member states, after 
which damages are determined and restored (sometimes fully, but often partially or not at all). 
Very rarely, the court is brought in at an earlier stage, to halt projects or to restrict hunting sea-
sons immediately while it later rules about whether the projects or hunting seasons were in 
accordance with the Birds and Habitats directives or not. In addition, through its rulings the 
court provides detail on the interpretation of the legal text, and there is a considerable body of 
jurisprudence that has almost consistently explained the directives in a strict, coherent way, 
true to the intentions of the lawmakers at the time. There have been no financial penalties 
thus far, but nonetheless the court remains an effective stick to ensure implementation, and 
will continue to play this role over the years to come.

 
Designating Natura 2000 sites under the Birds Directive
Site designation under the Birds Directive is governed by a very general provision to protect 
“the most important sites” for birds. This has allowed member states to initially take a very 
minimalist approach. In the later drafting of the Habitat Directive, the commission included 
much more specific provisions setting a detailed scientific process for site identification and 
protection. The need for clear scientific bases for the protection of bird sites prompted the 
commission in 1981 to instigate the compilation of an inventory of crucial bird sites, asking 
for the support of the International Council for Bird Preservation, BirdLife International’s 
predecessor. The first pan-European inventory was finally published in 1989, the first in-
ventory of Important Bird Areas (IBAs) in Europe. IBAs were designated on the basis of 
scientific and quantitative criteria. Sites with more than 1% of the European or global popu-
lation of threatened species qualify as IBAs, as do sites with large numbers of migratory birds 
such as storks, cranes, and birds of prey. Areas with endemic bird species, or with specific 
bird species communities, also qualify. On the basis of these criteria, the Council for Bird 
Preservation identified over 1,000 sites in 32 countries, with the view of these areas being 
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designated as protected areas. This milestone publication has been a turning point in the 
history of biodiversity conservation, leading to BirdLife’s IBAs program, which now covers 
the entire planet, and, in turn, to the ongoing effort to identify Key Biodiversity Areas.3 It 
has also resulted in a number of other attempts to take a systematic approach to geographic 
priority-setting in conservation.

While the 1989 inventory has had an immediate impact on many aspects of conservation 
work in Europe, most member states resisted calls to give all IBAs legal protection. Member 
states were at the time of the opinion that they were doing enough by simply adding a dif-
ferent layer of designation to existing national parks and other protected areas. They saw no 
reason to designate any further sites. For a while it looked like this would be the end result of 
the Birds Directive—a small network of sites that on its own would be unable to do much for 
saving the many wild bird species in Europe.

A ruling of the Court of Justice turned the tide. The European Commission brought 
the Netherlands to the court in 1998. The Netherlands had designated only a few sites at the 
time, and the proposal the government had made after pressure from the European Commis-
sion was insufficient. The Court of Justice used the IBAs inventory as a reference when ruling 
on the Netherlands’ fulfillment of obligations under the Birds Directive and found that many 
sites were missing, subsequently condemning the Netherlands. The court therefore estab-
lished that the IBAs constituted a scientific basis on which to designate Natura 2000 sites for 
birds, and these superior scientific methods were to be used by the member states. Many cas-
es followed against most other member states and subsequent rulings by the court confirmed 
this jurisprudence. Updated IBA inventories by BirdLife International and the progressive 
enlargement of the EU have eventually created a strong Europe-wide network of Natura 2000 
sites for birds. There are now more than 5,000 Natura 2000 sites for birds, covering more 
than 250,000 sq mi. While on land the process is mostly complete, designation of marine 
sites has been severely delayed, mainly due to the difficulty for civil society to gather the nec-
essary data. This has been changing rapidly in recent years with the widespread availability 
of satellite tracking technology, and in 2015 BirdLife published the first Marine IBAs Atlas, 
giving a significant boost to marine site protection in the EU (Tarzia and Campos 2014).

Designating Natura 2000 sites under the Habitats Directive
The Habitats Directive included a detailed process for designating sites in the legal provi-
sions. Learning from the experience with the Birds Directive, the lawmakers already included 
detailed provisions on what needed to be done, and the European Commission also devel-
oped guidance and a formal process with member states, nongovernmental organizations 
(NGOs), and scientists to assess whether the designation was sufficient. And although in this 
case the European Commission ultimately also had to bring a few member states to the Court 
of Justice, the process in general proceeded much more quickly.

All this time there was very little happening in the marine environment. Initially, member 
states claimed that the obligation to establish the Natura 2000 network did not go beyond 
coastal waters. However, in 2005 (again) the Court of Justice confirmed that in territories 
where EU member states are sovereign, they need to designate Natura 2000 sites according 
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to the Habitats Directive. This is particularly complicated at sea where jurisdiction is not 
always clear. The situation in the Mediterranean is particularly problematic. Mediterranean 
countries have no sovereignty (and cannot designate Natura 2000 sites) beyond the 12 nau-
tical miles near their coasts because of a lack of political agreement. They first need to agree 
on how to divide the territory beyond the 12 nautical miles under the UN Convention on the 
Law of the Sea before they can proceed to designate sites. 

Another complicating factor is our limited understanding of the marine environment. 
Both for Natura 2000 sites for birds and for sites for other species and habitat types we often 
do not know where they are exactly. It is very costly and complicated to undertake research 
in the marine environment. For seabirds, this involves locating the breeding colonies and 
putting satellite tags on birds to discover their foraging areas. For dolphins and porpoises, the 
only sound method is ocean-wide surveys. For some of the marine habitat types, dedicated 
deep sea expeditions are needed.

Today, the Natura 2000 network consists of more than 27,000 sites and more than 
700,000 sq mi, covering 18% of the terrestrial area of the EU (Figure 1). Natura 2000 has 
grown as the EU has, from 6 member states in 1979 when the Birds Directive was adopted, 
to 12 in 1992 when the Habitats Directive was adopted, and now to 28 in 2017. 

Wrestling with plans and projects
Natura 2000 sites are strictly protected, but no activities are banned in them a priori. All sites 
need to have conservation objectives to clarify what the protected species and habitat types 
are and what role the site needs to play in their conservation and in the network as a whole. 
Any activity that significantly deteriorates the sites is prohibited, with deterioration being 
measured in relation to the site’s objectives. Plans and projects (to be interpreted broadly) 
that are likely to have significant negative effects on the sites are also prohibited, and an eco-
logical assessment of the effects of potentially damaging plans and projects must be carried 
out. The only significantly damaging plans and projects that can go ahead are those justified 
by “imperative reasons of overriding public interest,” where there are no suitable alternatives 
and mitigation measures are not enough to avoid the damage. In these cases, projects can go 
ahead but (ecological) compensation must be put in place before the damage is done. This 
is a rather simple model, and yet it provides everything that is needed for the conservation 
of these sites. 

The conflict around the Via Baltica in Poland (BirdLife 2010) has been one of the best 
examples of what Natura 2000 can do. The Polish Government proposed to build a road 
through the Rospuda Valley and several other Natura 2000 sites, as part of the Via Baltica, 
which connects Prague to Helsinki. The Rospuda Valley is one of the last wilderness areas 
in Europe and is of crucial importance for European nature. It is an important site for several 
species protected under the Birds and Habitats directives, such as white-tailed eagles, wolves, 
and lynx, as well for several species of wetland birds. Campaigners, led by OTOP (BirdLife 
in Poland) were quick to condemn the decision to slice through several Natura 2000 sites. 

The Polish government however was bent on getting the road built through the valley, 
and work started in 2007. The European Commission therefore brought Poland before the 
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EU Court of Justice asking for immediate measures, upon which the court ordered Poland 
to halt construction of the road immediately on the threat of a hefty daily fine (Court of Jus-
tice of the European Union 2007). Construction was halted shortly thereafter. In 2009, the 
government chose an alternative route for the road. Via Baltica has been completed in the 
meanwhile, and the Rospuda Valley has been saved. This shows that the combination of swift 
legal action, the power of Natura 2000, and campaigning by environmental NGOs can save 
Natura 2000 sites even in the face of an unwilling government.

Figure 1. The Natura 2000 Network.
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Across the board, local and national authorities are fiercely trying to realize unwise proj-
ects in the way they want. In addition to ignoring suitable alternatives, they also claim that 
projects are of public interest, even when they serve only minor or primarily business in-
terests. Lately some member states have also become aware of the European Commission’s 
reluctance to ask the Court of Justice to immediately halt projects while the court rules on the 
legality of the assessment. The Via Baltica case described above is, unfortunately, an excep-
tion. In dozens of cases, court rulings have arrived after the damaging infrastructure had been 
completed or habitats had been irreversibly compromised (Sundseth and Roth 2014). There 
are also structural weaknesses in the “appropriate assessment” procedures that are the main 
tool for preventing the degradation of Natura 2000 sites. Project proponents select and pay 
the consultant that carries out the ecological assessment. They typically hire the consultants 
that tell them that there will not be any ecological impacts, sometimes even before carrying 
out the assessment. Genuinely honest consultants face the prospect of losing clients, which 
creates a downward pull on the quality of assessments. Another crucial issue is the poor 
inspection capabilities in most member states. Developers often try to just go ahead with 
projects without assessment, and hope that nobody asks questions, knowing that the chances 
of detection are often minimal (especially when local authorities support them) and penalties 
low. In much of Europe the system relies massively on the watchdog role of NGOs, whose 
freedom of action is increasingly being curtailed in many places. Despite all of these prob-
lems, there is increasing evidence that Natura 2000 is leading to more site protection and 
better development standards, such as around the construction of the Bratislava ring road in 
Slovakia or the Lublin airport in Poland, for which the procedures were properly followed.

While Natura 2000 has eventually brought widespread improvement in the way large in-
frastructures take biodiversity into consideration, this has not been the case across all sectors. 
Both national authorities and the European Commission have been very reluctant to take on 
sectors that have popular support, such as farmers or fishermen. They often enjoy unlawful 
blanket exemptions and legal action is exceedingly rare even in the most egregious cases of 
law-breaking. As a result, while it seems that Natura 2000 can indeed stop construction com-
panies from paving over wilderness sites, it still needs to prove that it can stop farmers from 
plowing up protected grasslands, even though this also blatantly contravenes Natura 2000.

Managing Natura 2000 sites
Europe is a densely populated continent. Millennia of human presence on the continent have 
reduced natural vegetation to small remnants. Only a few small wilderness areas remain, often 
in mountainous areas or areas that were otherwise unsuitable for human habitation. Human 
activity has not always only been destructive, however. In Europe, agriculture and ecosystems 
have often evolved together, over very long time frames, in systems with high biodiversity. 
There are many outstanding examples of farmland with a high nature value, spread across 
the continent, including some of its most spectacular landscapes, such Iberian cork oak sa-
vannahs, alpine pastures, or central European flooded hay meadows. 

Recognizing that the small Natura 2000 sites would need active management, the Habi-
tats Directive therefore obliges member states to put in place management plans or otherwise 
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take appropriate conservation measures for all of them. Unfortunately, there are huge delays 
in putting the management plans in place. Out of the more than 27,000 Natura 2000 sites, 
only 10,000 or so had a management plan as of 2012. There are no signs that member states 
are deploying other equivalent measures on a large scale. This is causing a serious problem 
for conservation, as it very likely means that although the sites are being protected from harm-
ful plans and projects, there is often no agreement on what need to be achieved on the sites 
and how. It also means that ongoing degradation, for example due to alteration of hydrology 
or recreational activities, is left unaddressed.

Another problem is the lack of funding. The EU under the Habitats Directive needs 
to help member states with funding the management of Natura 2000. There are a variety 
of funds available. The LIFE fund, a small EU fund with a budget of around €150 million 
per year, can fund one-off conservation interventions (such as restoration) and help with the 
development of successful management practices. Other funds—such as the EU Rural De-
velopment fund—can be used to incentivize landowners to adopt biodiversity-friendly land 
management. But there is no real EU funding stream for core management interventions and 
the aforementioned funds are by no means adequate. A study by the Institute for European 
Environmental Policy investigated the available funding and found that there are many short-
comings. In total, less than 20% of the needed resources are made available.

Natura 2000 works!
In spite of the above challenges, Natura 2000 has made a crucial contribution to saving nature 
in Europe. There have been two landmark scientific studies on the effectiveness of the Natura 
2000 on birds. In 2007, a team of scientists analyzed trends of bird species in Europe (Don-
ald et al. 2007). Using years of data collected by volunteers and professional ornithologists, 
they were able to disentangle the many factors that could potentially influence populations 
of birds. The scientists found that species on Annex I, for which Natura 2000 sites are des-
ignated, had significantly more positive trends in the EU in the period 1990–2000 compared 
with 1970–1990. This means that when site designation in the EU was largely completed, the 
populations of species targeted by the Natura 2000 network increased. Species on the annex 
also experienced significantly more positive trends in the EU compared with those outside 
the rest of Europe, where there were at the time no comparable systems of protected areas. 
Another key finding was that for all bird species combined, population trends in EU mem-
ber states were more positive if the share of territory covered by Natura 2000 sites for birds 
was higher. The second paper, published in 2016 (Sanderson et al. 2016), repeated the first 
analysis, but using a more recent data set covering bird population trends up to 2012. The 
paper also confirmed that in this extended period the species on Annex I were performing 
better than the other bird species. It expanded however the scope of the analysis significantly 
by including climate change. Climate change is emerging as a key driver of population trends 
in Europe. The analysis showed that the positive effects of Natura 2000 sites on bird popu-
lations are clearly detected even when controlled for the strong influence of climate change. 
A variety of national studies confirms the positive impact of Natura 2000, although at a lower 
scale (Pelissier et al. 2013; Kolecek et al. 2014).
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The contribution of Natura 2000 to saving other species and habitat types is less well 
documented. This is no surprise since in general these groups are less well-studied than 
birds. Worryingly, the latest report by the EU member states under the Habitats Directive 
(European Environment Agency 2015) seems to indicate no real overall progress, and in fact 
there seems to be a deterioration in the status of the protected habitat types. It is however 
likely that, as proven for birds, trends are less negative inside Natura 2000 than outside it. 
This is an area where urgent scientific research is needed.

Conclusion
With the Natura 2000 network, based on the Birds and Habitats directives, the EU has cre-
ated a vast network of protected sites, spanning a large part of the European continent and 
guaranteeing sufficient representation of its biodiversity. The network and the legislation un-
derpinning it have been the main driver for conservation in Europe over recent decades. The 
Court of Justice, through its sound and consistent rulings, has helped with the successful 
rolling out of the network in the face of often unwilling and even hostile EU member states. 
The Natura 2000 sites are protected by powerful legal provisions, but much work needs to 
be done to ensure that all sectors respect the provisions fully, and in securing the necessary 
funds for its management. The network has certainly delivered for birds, and is likely to be 
beneficial to other species and habitat types, but a new push is needed to reverse overall 
ongoing decline in biodiversity and to make the saving of Europe’s natural heritage a reality.

Endnotes
1.  The other main type of EU legislation is regulations, which are directly applicable and 

do not need to be transposed into national legislation. The difference between a directive 
and a regulation is fully explained here: https://europa.eu/european-union/eu-law/legal-
acts_en .

2.  The Bern Convention introduces the concept of conservation status and a network 
of protected sites. It also offers protection to many species and introduces reporting 
obligations. The main difference is the lack of a court to enforce the legislation; instead 
the Bern Convention operates through arbitration between contracting parties. The 
convention has a large number of contracting parties, including all EU member states 
but also countries in Africa and other countries in Europe. The full text can be found 
here: http://www.coe.int/en/web/bern-convention.

3.  Key Biodiversity Areas will standardize the identification of important areas for 
biodiversity across taxonomic groups. More information can be found on the KBA 
website: http://www.keybiodiversityareas.org.
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Fit for Purpose! How Europe’s Key Pillars for 
Nature Conservation Barely Escaped Abolition

Kristina Richter, Konstantin Kreiser, and Eick von Ruschkowski

Introduction
As much as in other parts of the world, nature in Europe has been facing a variety of di-
rect and indirect environmental impacts over a long period of time. Overexploitation of nat-
ural resources, intensified agriculture, urban development, alien invasive species, and large-
scale landscape fragmentation are among the key factors driving the rapid loss of biodiversity 
(European Commission 2011; Ibisch et al. 2016; Maxwell et al. 2016).

An increasing awareness of environmental issues has led to the European Union (EU) 
becoming a pioneer in environmental legislation from its early stages (Jänicke 2005; Lang-
hout and Brunner 2017), setting examples and laying the groundwork for global ambitions 
and progress in environmental and social standards. Yet, when the current European Com-
mission took office in 2014, environment, nature and sustainability were pushed towards 
the bottom of the political agenda and instead replaced by attempts to roll back progress 
in various environmental policy sectors (Cavoski 2015). This papers describes and reflects 
upon a two-year struggle to save the core of Europe’s nature legislation, known as the Birds 
and the Habitats directives. This account illustrates that in spite of both societal progress 
over the last four decades and the advent of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs), nature and wildlife conservation are still considered a polar opposite to eco-
nomic development by some interest groups and are still facing the danger of being declared 
as obsolete. At least this story can provide a temporary happy ending—but it also illustrates 
that a lack of implementation can be a source of conflict and detriment to societal support 
among stakeholders.
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Better, smarter, REFIT—how much regulation at the EU level is necessary?
The discontent of member states with the legislation of the EU is as old as the union itself. 
Especially in times of major European crises, governments have always taken the easy, but un-
reflective approach: they blame the “Brussels bureaucracy” and demand more control to be 
returned to their national governments. In 2003, in order to strengthen the trust of the mem-
ber states and citizens in the institutions of the EU, the European Commission—in agreement 
with the European Parliament and the Council of the European Union—passed the Better 
Regulation Agenda (European Parliament, Council of the European Union and European 
Commission 2003). In 2010, this was continued by Smart Regulation in the European Union 
(European Commission 2010),followed two years later by the launch of the Regulatory Fit-
ness and Performance Program, or REFIT (European Commission 2012). The program is a 
key component of the commission’s “Better Regulation Agenda” and is designed to ensure 
efficiency and effectiveness of the regulatory framework within the EU, aiming at reducing 
costs and simplifying legislation. REFIT is an ongoing program to keep the entire inventory 
of EU legislation under review.

Better regulation under the current EU Commission
After the last elections in 2014, the new European Commission commenced an unprecedent-
ed downsizing of the environmental agenda—with issues such as biodiversity and natural re-
sources being fully omitted (de Pous 2016). Henceforward, the post of a dedicated environ-
ment commissioner was merged with the maritime affairs and fisheries portfolio. Although 
the adoption of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) was on the 
horizon, not a single commissioner’s mandate contained the term “sustainability” (Vincente 
2014). After public criticism it was only added later on to the mandate of the commission’s 
first vice-president. The commission’s ten political priorities (European Commission 2014a) 
showed, quite plainly, that combating pressing environmental issues (e.g., the rapid loss of 
biodiversity, the degradation of ecosystems, and climate change) were not on the agenda for 
the five-year legislative period. Instead, the focus was put on evaluating existing and pro-
posed legislation in great detail to pursue an agenda of short-term economic growth, jobs, 
and competition. In 2015, 93 legal proposals were either withdrawn or were set for with-
drawal by the end of 2016, including legislation such as the Soil Framework Directive, which 
was intended to reduce soil degradation. In total, over 6,100 legal acts have been repealed 
since 2005 (European Commission 2016a). 

Given the high, albeit rough, estimate of the number of existing legally binding and 
non-binding acts in the EU—more than 40,000 in 2015 (Bonde 2015)—a verification of their 
fitness for purpose seems more than justified. However, instead of following an approach 
based on efficiency, financial impact, and cost/benefit factors, the commission focuses on the 
single objective of reducing administrative burdens and costs for the economy and business-
es. In doing so, the commission purposively ignores the long-term benefits of environmental 
legislation for society, such as healthy ecosystems, clean water, and fertile soils, effectively 
giving up environmental and social standards and, moreover, jeopardizing the precautionary 
principle. Within the REFIT program, the commission embedded so-called Fitness Checks: 
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comprehensive evaluations of policy measures aimed at identifying regulatory burdens, over-
laps and gaps, and inconsistencies, as well as obsolete measures. According to the commis-
sion’s REFIT scoreboard, “the results of not less than 11 evaluations [in the area of environ-
ment] are expected before the end of 2017” (European Commission 2016b).

In 2016, seventeen environmental initiatives were under evaluation, including the very 
bedrock of European nature conservation, the Birds and Habitats directives: two directives 
that safeguard and enhance a wide range of ecosystem services, such as carbon storage, polli-
nation and flood prevention, worth 200–300 billion Euros annually (European Commission 
2013a). Evidence suggests that the problems publicly associated with the existing legislation 
have instead another source: in spite of the huge public benefits provided by the directives, 
a study conducted in 2011 illustrated that the current allocation of funds covers only 9–19% 
of the annual minimum funding needs (5.8 billion Euros) for proper implementation (Gan-
tioler et al. 2010; Kettunen et al. 2011).1 In contrast, the EU Common Agricultural Policy 
(CAP)—which accounts for about 40% of the EU’s total budget, and squanders more than 
€40 billion annually to farmers as direct payments with no public benefits in return—was 
never even considered to be evaluated under REFIT. Current analyses have identified agri-
cultural practice in Europe as one of the biggest drivers for the loss of biodiversity and the 
emission of greenhouse gases, thereby contradicting other major EU policies (Henle et al. 
2008; European Environment Agency 2010; Pe’er et al. 2014). In summary, the decision by 
the EU Commission to put a REFIT focus on environmental legislation can be described as 
politically motivated in full neglect of scientific evidence in support of the directives.

Nature conservation under scrutiny
The EU nature legislation is fundamental to nature protection in Europe, safeguarding more 
than 1,400 threatened species and 1 million sq km of natural habitats that fall under its pro-
tection (European Commission 2016c). After passage, various studies show that many spe-
cies experienced a spectacular comeback, to a large extent due to effective legal protection 
through the nature directives (Deinert et al. 2013; Sanderson et al. 2015).

The Special Protection Areas under the Birds Directive and the Special Areas of Con-
servation under the Habitats Directive together form the world’s largest network of protected 
areas: the Natura 2000 network. Each year over 1 billion people visit Natura 2000 sites, in-
cluding the Danube Delta, the Picos de Europa, the Carpathian Mountains, and the Wadden 
Sea, supporting 4.5 to 8 million jobs (BIO Intelligence Service 2011) and providing large 
economic benefits for the regions (Figure 1).

The lengthy scrutiny of the EU Nature Directives started when the EU Commission’s 
president gave his newly appointed commissioner for the environment the official mandate 
for “the overhaul of the existing environmental legislation framework” and, not only to carry 
out an extensive evaluation of the two directives, but to “assess the potential for merging 
them into a modern piece of legislation” (European Commission 2014b). Merging the two 
directives would equate to opening up the legal text for negotiations between the European 
Parliament and the European Council with an unforeseeable outcome, taking into consider-
ation the declining priority of environmental protection for the majority of member states. 
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Both directives are relatively old pieces of legislation. However, the transfer into national 
laws, the designation and establishment of the Natura 2000 network of protected areas, draft-
ing and consulting on management plans, and many other aspects of implementation took 
longer than initially expected. The fact is, nature needs time and only in the last decade have 
the directives started to deliver the anticipated (and very promising) results. The recoveries 
of the Eurasian gray wolf (Canis lupus), the Eurasian beaver (Castor fiber), and the common 
crane (Grus grus) are just a few flagship examples of some of the achievements. Project spon-
sors and planners have learned to comply and plan with conservation standards of the legisla-
tion. After decades of hard work, the directives are now integrated into the legal systems and 
planning processes of the member states; conflicts between industry, land users, and nature 
conservation have declined. Nevertheless, some land user and industry organizations seized 
the opportunity to proclaim that “unnecessary burdens” had arisen from the protection of 
the natural heritage , and proposed changes to the directives during the Fitness Check pro-
cess. The result would have been a lowering of European environmental standards.

Figure 1. The majority of the flood plains of the Havel River in Saxony-Anhalt, Germany, are des-
ignated as Natura 2000 sites. They are important refuges for migratory birds (© 2017 NABU/
Volker Gehrmann).
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#NatureAlert: The start of an unprecedented European environmental movement
Following the president’s mandate, the EU commissioner for the environment started to car-
ry out the Fitness Check of EU Nature legislation (for a timeline see European Commission 
2016d). Consulting agencies were commissioned to evaluate the directives within the scope 
of five criteria: effectiveness, efficiency, relevance, coherence, and EU added value. At the 
beginning of 2015, four stakeholders in each of the 28 member states were consulted: two 
ministries, the respective national NGO coalition, and an industry or land user organization. 
Questionnaires were answered, interviews conducted, and scientific data compiled. As part 
of the European Commission’s Better Regulation Agenda, EU citizens were later consulted 
for twelve weeks on the same five criteria. Brussels-based NGOs created an online platform 
offering the option to send the pre-filled questionnaire to join a conservation campaign ask-
ing to not change the nature directives; thus the #NatureAlert campaign was born. Citizens 
answered the call for participation and, after 12 weeks, over 90% of the total 552,470 replies 
received had raised their voice in favor of nature (Figure 2). This overwhelming level of sup-
port stunned EU policymakers, as it now leads (by a large margin) all EU public consultations 
in terms of overall participation by a large margin (until today, the closest runner-up is the 
highly controversial Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership, or TTIP, with 170,000 
replies). In the following weeks, EU representatives suddenly used this consultation’s result 

Figure 2. Citizens hand more than half a million NatureAlert submissions over to EU Commissioner 
for the Environment Karmenu Vella (on the right) at the Fitness Check conference in Brussels in No-
vember 2015 (© 2015 FoEE).
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to claim that the commission had managed “to bring the EU closer to its people” by “in-
volving over half a million citizens in the decision making process” (European Commission 
2015). The preliminary report of the consultants, presented at a conference later, confirmed 
that existing issues with directives had indeed been caused by deficient implementation and 
financing, not by the legislation itself. Subsequently, the commission announced the pre-
sentation of the final findings and political results of the Fitness Check evaluation for spring 
2016.

In the following months it became apparent that the public consultation and the Natu-
reAlert-campaign had triggered effects on the political agenda as well. At an Environment 
Council meeting, the German minister of the environment led an alliance of environment 
ministers from France, Italy, Spain, Luxembourg, Poland, Croatia, Slovenia, and Romania. 
In a pleading letter they urged the commission not to open up the directives to revision and 
hence risk their established legal certainty, but instead to promote better implementation. 
Subsequently, more environmental ministers followed this motion. In December 2015, the 
Environmental Council seized the opportunity around a debate on the EU’s Biodiversity 
Strategy 2020 (European Commission 2011) to publicly speak out against the EU Commis-
sion president’s plans “to merge and modernize” the nature directives. Full implementation 
of the Birds and Habitats directives is one of the six targets of the EU to halt biodiversity loss 
in Europe by 2020. Doing so also would step up efforts to comply with the Aichi commit-
ments made by the EU and its member states in the conference of the Parties to the Conven-
tion on Biological Diversity in Japan in 2010. 

In February 2016, a large majority of the European Parliament voted on a report fol-
lowing the citizens, NGOs, and the Environmental Council. Various other stakeholders, or-
ganizations, scientists, the Committee of the Regions (an EU advisory body) and over 300 
small and medium-sized enterprises from around Europe joined the call, thus increasing 
the political pressure on the commission (BirdLife International, Europe and Central Asia 
2014; Committee of the Regions 2015; European Federation of Associations for Hunting 
and Conservation 2015; BirdLife International, Europe and Central Asia 2016a; Breseford 
et al. 2016). As a result, whenever commission representatives were asked about the results of 
the Fitness Check, they responded by promising not wanting to water down environmental 
standards, but that the Commission was still evaluating all the evidence. And so after months 
of no reaction from the commission, spring turned into early summer with the fate of the 
nature directives still hanging by a thread.

Test of patience
Accordingly, conservationists grew tired of waiting for the EU Commission’s president, Jean-
Claude Juncker, to take a decision on the Fitness Check and published their own conclud-
ing document of the evaluation, including proposed follow-up actions to better implement 
and finance European nature conservation (BirdLife International, Europe and Central Asia 
2016b). Further, NGOs across Europe started mobilizing citizens again, calling on the com-
mission to release the final version of the consultant’s evaluation study as well as the final po-
litical decision (Figure 3). Through social media over 11,000 messages were sent reminding 
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the commission of the huge public support and calling on them to take action and save the 
EU nature directives.

The Dutch presidency of the European Council in the first half of 2016 had already 
announced and organized a large conference on “Future-proof Nature Policy” for the end of 
June 2016, aimed at discussing the final evaluation results of the Fitness Check with all stake-
holders and governmental representatives. But as of the beginning of June the commission 
had not yet released the document and thus the conference was canceled at the last minute. 
A representative commented that the commission was working hard on overcoming the ref-
ugee crisis, which meant that other initiatives could not be processed at the same speed. The 
representative further stated that the commission would get back to the Fitness Check of the 
Birds and Habitats directives in fall 2016. 

Following a formal “access to document request” by NGOs and a leak of the document 
to the press, the commission bowed to the high pressure and released the final version of the 
Fitness Check study before the summer break, which deemed the directives “fit for purpose” 
(Milieu, IEEP, and ICF 2016). Therein, the consultants clearly assessed the legal text as be-
ing sound, but concluded that there was a tremendous lack of financial resources and poor 
implementation in the member states. The directives themselves, however, were considered 
efficient, effective, relevant, and coherent and provide a great EU added value. Further, the 
consultants offered suggestions on how to tackle the implementation issues, e.g., by increas-
ing availability of funding, increasing integration of the directives’ objectives and require-
ments into key sectoral policies, and building capacity as well as increasing public awareness 
and understanding.

In a letter to the EU Commission’s president, the president of the European Parliament 
reminded him of the strong political signals given from both the parliament and the council 
and urged the commission clarify its position on the directives as soon as possible. However, 
on the commission website the timeline had changed from fall to “last quarter of 2016.” It 
wasn’t until the end of November that an orientation debate in the college of commissioners 
on the Fitness Check was announced, the final step needed in order to publish the political 

Figure 3. The German (left) and 
Luxembourgian ministerial rep-
resentatives joined the NGOs in 
front of a banner during a meet-
ing of the environment ministers 
urging the European Commis-
sion to publish the Fitness Check 
results (© 2016 NatureAlert).
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results and end the lengthy exercise. In the weekly meeting of the 27 commissioners, to-
gether with their president, they were to debate all possible options from keeping the status 
quo without any further action to the possibility that the directives have to be changed as 
a follow-up of the Fitness Check. Before the meeting, every commissioner received a letter 
and a post card with a picture of one of their national Natura 2000 sites from the Brus-
sels-based environmental umbrella organizations as well as from the national NGO alliances. 
The members were thereby reminded again of the commission’s commitment to not lower 
any standards and were asked to listen to the 500,000+ citizens, the environment ministers, 
the European Parliament, scientists, NGOs and the various stakeholders who had asked for 
no changes to the legal texts, but better implementation. 

On December 7, 2016, all commissioners came together to discuss the follow-up action 
in a non-public debate. At the official press conference following the meeting results were 
presented, but no word about the Fitness Check. And then the commissioner for the environ-
ment tweeted: “Thanks all colleagues for full support on Birds & Habitats Fitness Check—
now we focus on implementation,” followed by more statements announcing the good news 
on Twitter: “We all [the Commissioners] concluded the Birds & Habitats Directives are fit 
for purpose!” Moments later, the commission issued their official press release of the meet-
ing and the tweets turned into official news. Therein, the commission announced: “These 
Directives are vital for Europe’s nature conservation policy and as such, their implementa-
tion needs to be improved” (European Commission 2016e). Following up on the extensive 
evaluation and the orientation debate, the official commission document, published only a 
few days later, formally put an end to the Fitness Check (European Commission 2016f). As a 
follow-up, the commission decided to develop an action plan in 2017 to correct the deficien-
cies encountered in the implementation of the two vital directives. After more than two years 
the scrutiny had ended. The EU nature directives, the cornerstone of nature conservation in 
Europe and of the largest network of protected areas in the world, were saved from political 
pressure to deregulate, “modernize,” and simplify them. 
 
Future challenges: Improved implementation of EU nature legislation
Environmental NGOs across Europe welcomed the commission’s decision, but also empha-
sized that hard work still lies ahead to turn this positive decision into a real victory for nature. 
The commission’s proposed action plan, therefore, has to comprise strong and ambitious 
proposals to strengthen implementation as well as enforcement of the EU nature directives. 
While the action Plan should primarily focus on activities by the EU Commission, it should 
also trigger initiatives and speed up implementation activities at member state and regional 
levels.

In order to address the proven implementation deficiencies, the European Commission 
has to fully commit to overcoming the major funding shortages as highlighted in the final 
Fitness Check report, and thus create a new set-up for EU financing of nature conservation 
at the latest from 2021 onwards within the new Multiannual Financial Framework on the EU 
budget (European Commission 2013b). The evidence suggests that the current “integrat-
ed approach” that relies on member states to provide the necessary money through various 
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EU funds—e.g., the Common Agricultural Policy—has failed. Instead, a new, targeted, and 
better-communicated approach is needed that can facilitate nature-friendly and economi-
cally beneficial investments, especially in marginal and poor regions, with a specific focus to 
include landowners and land users in the management efforts of Natura 2000 sites. Hence, 
the German minister for the environment as well as German NGOs urged the commission 
to establish a standalone EU nature fund: a separate budget line dedicated exclusively to 
nature conservation (Bundesministerium für Umwelt 2015; NABU et al. 2016). A dedicated 
fund could, for example, finance management planning, species action programs, caretaking 
of sites, and the creation and maintenance of related institutions. Independently from the 
establishment of a separate budget line for nature, the overall financing requirements must be 
met in general. The European Commission in principle has such capability by earmarking all 
appropriate EU funds for biodiversity conservation.  

Legal enforcement of the directives is yet another process that must be addressed in 
the action plan. The commission has to increase inspections to ensure compliance with the 
nature directives, such as by adopting an EU environmental inspections regulation to estab-
lish common standards for enforcing environmental provisions, thereby providing a level 
playing field for all member states. Further, capacities and competences for the European 
Commission’s Directorate-General for Environment have to be improved in order to process 
complaints and infringement procedures faster and more effectively. 

By introducing the concept of EU-financed “Nature Advisory Services,” the European 
Commission could further set up central coordination offices in the member states to foster 
cross-border cooperation and to provide a platform for stakeholder dialogue, best practices, 
and information exchange regarding habitat and species protection under the nature direc-
tives. 

But aside from the potential for improvement that lies within a better implementation of 
the directives themselves, there are external drivers that need to be addressed when it comes 
to achieving the 2020 goal to stop the loss of biodiversity. The key factors driving the rapid 
loss of biodiversity in Europe, notably agricultural intensification, have been clearly identi-
fied. Increasing land use intensity in some areas, coupled with land abandonment in others, 
have become the biggest cause of biodiversity loss and ecosystem degradation in Europe. 
Landscapes are becoming increasingly homogenized, dominated by high-yielding crops and 
leaving less and less space for nature. The Common Agricultural Policy is the key financing 
scheme behind these negative effects that have not only harmed the environment, but also the 
structure of farming in many European countries. As long as this policy remains unchanged, 
all conservation efforts are trapped within the dilemma of only being able to cure symptoms 
while the root cause remains unchanged. Hence, if the achievement of environmental goals 
and objectives were to be taken seriously by the European Commission, it must kick-start 
an ambitious reform of the Common Agricultural Policy for the next Multiannual Financial 
Framework (2021–2027). This overhaul has to ensure that it rewards farmers who protect 
the European natural heritage, wildlife and natural resources, which farming itself depends 
on. In general, biodiversity has to be mainstreamed into sectoral and cross-sectoral strategies, 
and subsidies and incentives with harmful environmental effects must be abolished. This 
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all would be in necessary compliance with the Aichi targets of the Convention of Biological 
Diversity (CBD).

Conclusion
Saving what probably is the best idea Europe has ever had in terms of nature conservation 
was not easy. It required a joint effort and a broad coalition of environmental nonprofit orga-
nizations, various institutions from the public and private sector, and even corporate partners 
to demonstrate that influencing political decisions at a supranational level is not impossible. 
Being able to mobilize more than 500,000 EU citizens voicing their support for the nature 
directives was a key driver to turn around the political debate. But winning in the political 
arena is only the journeyman’s piece. Greater challenges—to form coalitions for a better im-
plementation in the field and to improve financing of the EU nature directives—are at stake 
now. In addition, the political agenda of the EU needs to shift towards battling the root causes 
of environmental degradation—mainly by launching efforts for a true reform of the Common 
Agricultural Policy—in order to deliver on global objectives set by the Convention on Biolog-
ical Diversity, the Paris Agreement on climate change, and the UN’s SDGs.

Endnote
1.  However, this only covers funding needs for the Natura 2000 network, not for the 

full implementation of both directives. For further information on Natura 2000, see 
Langhout and Brunner 2017 (this issue).
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A Wall Street Journal “Best of 2016” selection
“This centenary year of the National Park Service is the perfect moment for A Thinking Person’s 

Guide to America’s National Parks ... the essays and often breathtaking photographs in this 
volume expertly examine the more than 400 sites of natural beauty and historic importance that 

make up the national park system.” — WALL STREET JOURNAL

[A]n excellent armchair roadmap to the Park Service’s more than 400 sites and its
many priorities and pursuits....” — HIGH COUNTRY NEWS

http://thinkingpersonsguide.info

A Thinking Person’s Guide to America’s National Parks takes you on a fascinating journey of discovery 
through the ideas that unite the hundreds of national parks into a single system. In twenty-three essays, 
richly illustrated with more than 350 color photographs, authors with deep personal and professional 
connections to the parks examine them from a wide range of thought-provoking perspectives. Even 
better, your purchase of the book benefits the George Wright Society!


